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Abstract

Markov decision processes (MDPs) and partially observable Markov decision processes

(POMDPs) are preferred methods representing complex uncertain dynamic systems and de-

termining an optimal control policy to manipulate the system in the desired manner. Until

recently, controlling a system composed of multiple agents using the MDP methodology was

impossible due to an exponential increase in the size of the MDP problem representation.

In this thesis, a novel method for solving large multi-agent MDP systems is presented which

avoids this exponential size increase while still providing optimal policies for a large class

of useful problems.

This thesis provides the following main contributions:

A novel description language for multi-agent MDPs: We develop two different mod-

eling techniques for representing multi-agent MDP (MAMDP) coordination problems.

The first phrases the problem using a linear program which avoids the exponential

state space size of multi-agent MDPs. The second, more expressive representation,

expands upon the linear programming representation with the addition of integer

constraints. For many problems, these representations exactly represent the original

problem with exponentially fewer variables and constraints. This leads to an efficient

and optimal solution of the multi-agent MDP.

A novel multi-agent coordination method for multi-agent MDPs: We use the Dantzig-
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ii Abstract

Wolfe decomposition technique and the branch and bound method to solve the above

models efficiently. These solution methods overcome significant drawbacks in related

work. We develop a multi-robot towing and foraging model, devise a novel multi-

agent path planner and solve coordination problems with quadratic cost on a global

resource.

A method to determine the optimal strategies for competing teams: One team of

players is allowed to determine the cost function of the MAMDP of the second team.

This allows us to solve a zero-sum game played by both teams. One team chooses cost

functions and the other coordinates to find the least cost plan given the other team’s

possible strategies. Each team is coordinated using the newly developed multi-agent

coordination method above.

A game of robot paintball: Using the above techniques we solve a game of multi-robot

paintball. This game is played with real robots at high speeds.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

Many real-world problems solved today involve making decisions in uncertain and dynamic

environments. Agriculture, manufacturing, policy making, robotics, and many other do-

mains all have this problem in common. Current approaches for decision making in these

environments have two main difficulties. The first, is that many approaches do not take

into account the uncertainty inherent in these problem domains. The second, is that in

systems with many cooperating or competing agents, state of the art methods grow to be

too cumbersome to be applied or are suboptimal. In this work, we provide a method which

builds on the framework of Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) to solve problems involv-

ing large and uncertain multi-agent systems in both cooperative and competitive scenarios.

Throughout the thesis, we concentrate on the robotic applications of our method.

We begin by motivating the need to deal with dynamic systems that involve uncertainty.

We then observe and motivate the need for cooperative and competitive multi-agent system

planning. With these two research fields described, we characterize the basic issues faced

in both domains. Characterizing the current difficulties in these fields allows us to describe

the intuition behind the approach advocated in this thesis.

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction and Motivation

1.1 Uncertainty in Systems

Most current decision making methods for large dynamic systems assume that one can

always accurately determine important information about the system being considered.

The “state” of a system is typically a vector of variables which contains all the relevant

information required to describe the system under investigation. “Actions” for a given

system change the state of the system. Typically, someone planning a control strategy or

set of actions for a given system is uncertain about the effect of any given action on the

state of the system. Previous approaches capable of creating plans for uncertain dynamic

systems were unable to handle large multi-agent problems. As will be shown below, this

work addresses that deficiency by building a much more efficient method on the base of

MDPs. To begin, we motivate the need for reasoning about uncertainty in dynamic systems.

For a factory concerned with maximizing output, we might have several possible actions

such as turning off a machine, increasing the output of a particular machine or hiring or

firing some workers. What will be the overall effect on the factory if these actions are

taken? Often we cannot predict the future state of the system given a particular action at

the current time. For a robot concerned with moving from location A to location B, it may

be that we know the current x and y location of the robot, but we are uncertain that if we

try to move straight forward we may end up going slightly to the right and falling off of

a cliff. These examples show why we might want to worry about the uncertainty in one’s

actions.

One can assume that we always exactly know the outcome of a particular action. How-

ever, intuition dictates that it makes sense to plan for the case where the result of an action

is not known for certain. Parts may not get shipped on time from suppliers even though we

ordered a certain number. Machines may break if we increase output. The robot may move

several inches too far to the right when we directed it to move straight ahead. In many

situations the economic or implications of ignoring the uncertainty inherent in our actions
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Figure 1.1: Many applications benefit from the use of multiple agents. From left to right:
multi-robot exploration (Zlot et al. (2002)), planning for repairable robots (Bererton and
Khosla (2002)), Robotic de-mining for a patterned minefield (Zhang et al. (2001))

are dire.

In fact, people intuitively take actions which are robust to uncertainty all the time. Spare

parts for machines are kept on hand. Spare stock is kept on hand in case something goes

wrong. The robot is made to take a path far away from the stairwell. In general, humans

already take this form of uncertainty into account using past experience. Unfortunately,

the models and solutions many planners apply to real-world problems do not account for

this uncertainty.

The real-world is rife with uncertainty, and people in general make plans “in case some-

thing goes wrong”. That is, people are taking into account uncertainty in the effect of their

actions. One goal of this thesis is to present an approach which can reason about and create

effective plans for multi-agent systems involving uncertainty.

1.2 Multi-Agent Systems

Most problems can be solved more efficiently and robustly with multiple agents. Previous

work dealing with multi-agent systems can only handle small dynamic systems if they are

to be controlled optimally in the face of uncertainty. In order to control a team of agents,

it is considered necessary to lose the ability to generate an optimal plan for a large team as
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well as losing the capability to generate a plan which could handle uncertainty. The main

innovation of this thesis is the further development of an approach whereby a large class of

multi-agent systems can be controlled optimally in the face of uncertainty.

Observing many of the tasks an individual agent performs in a given day, we often

see two forms of interaction with other agents or other groups of agents: cooperation and

competition. In this work, we address both forms of interaction for teams of agents.

We often cooperate with others to perform a number of tasks we could not accomplish

ourselves, or would simply take much longer to perform with one person. There are many

arguments for the benefits of multi-agent systems. The primary arguments are based on

increased output, increased speed and/or increased robustness to mission failure (Dias and

Stentz (2001); Gerkey and Mataric (2002)).

These advantages are readily apparent in some of the tasks shown in figure (1.1). Multi-

robot exploration increases the speed with which an area can be mapped compared to

mapping with a single robot (Zlot et al. (2002)). Allowing the robots to tow or otherwise

repair each other increases team robustness (Bererton and Khosla (2002)). In de-mining

tasks where some robots may be disabled by an exploding mine one clearly desires more

than one robot to complete the task (Dawson-Howe and Williams (1997); Zhang et al.

(2001)).

The advantages to multi-robot systems are many. The problem with planning for many

agents which are cooperating is that it becomes harder and harder to reason about the

combination of every robot’s low level action as the number of robots increases. The con-

tribution of this thesis is to develop a method which overcomes this difficulty while still

guaranteeing optimality for many problems.
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Figure 1.2: Robotic games are becoming a popular sport. Generating successful strategies
which are robust to uncertainty is an important area of research. From left to right: multi-
robot paintball robots developed by Botrics and a robocup AIBO team

1.2.1 Competitive Games

There are many important tasks where two teams of agents are competing against one

another in dynamic and uncertain environments. Sports provide a multitude of such ex-

amples and are now becoming a popular testbed for many robotics algorithms. Robot

soccer (Kitano (1998)), robot laser tag (Rosencrantz et al. (2002)), and other robot sports

all demonstrate examples of these kinds of tasks. Of more practical importance is that of

competition in business, and “competition” in the military sense.

Clearly, planning for uncertainty in these environments is crucial since the competing

team adds a great deal of uncertainty. Game theory has provided a basic model which has

been used very successfully in many applications (Fudenberg and Tirole (1991)). However,

game theory models are often very abstract models of the true task and do not model

uncertainty. Another contribution of this thesis is to allow the modeling of team competition

games within an MDP framework and determine the minimax optimal strategy to play for

both teams for a certain class of problems. With this kind of technology, we can begin to

model real-world games such as those shown in figure (1.2) much more accurately. Thus,

the resulting strategies will become more useful for the game.
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1.3 Current Approaches

Given the motivation for the application domains above, we can now look at current methods

for dealing with uncertainty and large multi-agent systems. In this section, we will highlight

areas where the state of the art cannot adequately handle either uncertainty or large multi-

agent systems.

1.3.1 Linear Programming

Of all approaches used for modern day planning, perhaps the most popular is linear program-

ming (Dantzig (1963); Chvatal (1983); Rardin (1998)). Linear programming is extremely

powerful and general. However, linear programs are rarely used for multi-robot planning for

two reasons. Firstly, it was not clear how to modify standard linear programming models of

multi-robot problems to account for uncertainty in state and uncertainty in action. Second,

for many problems there are task-specific solutions which are far more efficient than a gen-

eral linear programming solution. In particular, linear programs are particularly inefficient

at solving systems where long sequential plans are required.

There are many problems in which one should account for uncertainty. As a rule of

thumb: If a small change to an important system variable due to an action can cause great

losses, then it would be wise to model uncertainty for that state variable. An example is

robot path planning in a known environment with a cliff. If a small difference in trajectory

causes the robot to drive off of a cliff, then you should likely consider uncertainty the motion

direction.

There are a large class of problems which require long sequential plans. For problems

such as path planning in a grid world, it is possible to formulate a linear program to solve

the problem. Unfortunately, such a solution is orders of magnitude slower than A* or other

search based methods. This is because the size of a linear program is very large for long

sequential plans such as that required for path planning.
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While linear programming is slow and inefficient for many problems, new algorithms are

often derived by examining the linear programming solutions to a problem. One advantage

that certain advanced linear programming methods provide is the solution of large weakly

coupled problems using Benders decomposition or its dual Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition

(Dantzig (1963)).

As we shall see later in this thesis, we use these decompositions to create a new method

for multi-robot planning which maintains the advantages of task-specific solutions and also

deals with uncertainty.

1.3.2 Market Based Methods

In many cases, robots in a multi-robot system interact only in limited ways. Robots might

seek not to collide with each other (Bennewitz et al. (2001)), coordinate their locations to

carry out a joint task (Kitano (1998); Salido et al. (1997)), or consume a joint resource

with limited availability (Burgard et al. (2000); Parker (1996); Zlot et al. (2002)). While

these problems are not trivially decomposed, they do not necessarily have the worst-case

exponential complexity that characterizes the general case.

Handling this sort of limited interaction is exactly the strength of market-based planning

algorithms (Zlot et al. (2002); Gerkey and Mataric (2002)): by focusing their attention on

a limited set of important resources and ignoring all other interactions, these algorithms

reduce the problem of cooperating with other robots to the problem of deciding which re-

sources to produce or consume. Market-based algorithms are particularly attractive for

multi-robot planning because many common types of interactions can be phrased as con-

straints on resources such as space (two robots can’t occupy the same location at once) and

time (a robot can only work on a limited number of tasks at once).

From the point of view of these market algorithms, the difficult part of the multi-robot

planning problem is to compute the probability distribution of the price of each resource at
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every time step: the optimal price for a resource at time t depends on how much each robot

produces or consumes between now and time t, and what each robot’s state is at time t.

The resource usage and state depend on the robots’ plans between now and time t, which

in turn depend on the price. Worse yet, future resource usage depends on random events

which can’t be predicted exactly.

The typical auction based method uses an auctioneer to determine the price for each

resource based on bids from the individual planning robots. This allows for low bandwidth

communication between the robots and the auctioneer (they need only send bids). Most

importantly, each robot only considers the part of the full problem relevant to its own

rewards and capabilities. This allows for a distributed solution which is very efficient.

Unfortunately, because each robot is seeking to maximize its own profit while participating

in the bidding, a global optimum is no longer guaranteed with standard market based

methods.

An important assumption in much recent work in auction based coordination has made is

that each agent can determine its bid independent of the actions of the other robots (Gerkey

and Mataric (2004)). In the case of multiple robots planning paths in an environment, this is

no longer true. If one robot decides to sit in the only doorway between two rooms, then other

agents bidding to perform tasks in either room must know this information to bid properly

for tasks in either room. There are many tasks in which a robot or agent’s valuation of sub-

goals cannot be determined independently of other robot’s actions. Auction methods which

do not account for this are not guaranteed to find the global optimum for the coordination

problem. The main method for taking this into account is to hold combinatorial auctions

which are typically quite slow.

What we would like is to use the intuition behind market based methods that only a

limited set of important resources need be considered jointly by all robots while planning

for a large team. The remainder of the planning can be done by each robot individually
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preserving the efficiency of a distributed solution.

In addition to maintaining the best features of market based methods, we would like

to address its weaknesses. In particular, we want to keep the efficiency of market based

methods while still achieving a global optimum.

1.3.3 Markov Decision Processes

A formalism called Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) was developed soon after linear

programming and popularized by Bellman (Bellman (1957a,b)). This framework allows

for optimal decision making (planning) in the face of action uncertainty. Modern methods

for solving Markov Decision Processes have been known to solve problems with millions of

states. Two modern texts describing MDPs and their solution methods are: (Sutton and

Barto (1998); Puterman (1994)).

Many planning problems in robotics are best phrased as MDPs, defined over world

states or—in case of partial observability—belief states (Kaelbling et al. (1998)). However,

existing MDP planning techniques generally scale poorly to multi-robot systems because

of the “curse of dimensionality”: in general, it is exponentially harder to solve an MDP

for N agents than it is to solve a single-agent MDP, because the state and action space

for N robots can be exponentially larger than for a single-robot system. This enormous

complexity has confined MDP planning techniques largely to single-robot systems.

Recent work by Guestrin and Gordon (Guestrin and Gordon (2002)) have recently sig-

nificantly enhanced the ability to plan for multi-agent MDPs. In this thesis, we build on

their work and proceed in a slightly different direction. We arrive at a novel multi-agent

coordination method which builds on the idea of a factored representation but tries to

circumvent some of the difficulties of prior work.
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1.3.4 Game Theory and Team Competition

It is rare to see game theory applied to competitions between teams of agents in dynamic

uncertain environments. Though the general theory for solving these kinds of games is

available in the form of stochastic games, it is known to be very difficult to solve in the

general case (Filar and Vrieze (1992)). Recently, a method was developed whereby game

theory has been combined with Markov Decision Processes to solve a class of useful single

agent competitions (McMahan et al. (2003); McMahan and Gordon (2003)). The basic idea

behind this work is that an adversary can choose the cost function for a player which plans

using an MDP.

Using a coordination algorithm, one could see expanding this approach to handle two

teams competing in an uncertain dynamic environment. This class of problems can be

found in a variety of application from military planning, computer games, robotics games

such as robot soccer as well as certain economic scenarios.

A real world example of this class of problems lies in multi-robot path planning while

trying to evade a network of surveillance sensors. The “defending” team selects the location

of the sensors on a known map, and the “attacking” team of robots must plan the lowest

cost path to reach a set of goals while evading the sensors. We have addressed this problem

in this thesis in the domain of multi-robot paintball.

In this work we take an approach similar to that proposed by (Lagoudakis and Parr

(2002)). Where they build a team competition based on the work of Guestrin, we build

upon our multi-agent coordination algorithm which is a different offshoot of Guestrin’s

work.
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1.4 The proposed approach

Reviewing the above subsections we see the following: Linear programs have good methods

for solving large problems, but are slow compared to problem specific solutions for long

sequential plans and do not handle uncertainty. Most state of the art methods for solving

Markov Decision Processes have difficulty with large problems, but can handle uncertainty

well. Lastly, market based methods can handle large problems efficiently and are easy to

understand and implement, but do not have guaranteed optimal solutions for a large class

of useful problems nor do they have convenient mechanisms for handling uncertainty nor

global resource constraints based on low level actions.

Intuitively, we would like to combine the best of the above methods into one method

while negating the disadvantages of each method. As the reader will see, we have built on

previous work to overcome some of the difficulties for planning in multi-agent MDPs.

At its base, the multi-agent coordination method developed in this thesis expands

Markov Decision Process solution techniques by using large scale solution methods from

linear programming. The result is a method which has many parallels to market based

methods in terms of efficiency and understandable operation. For a large class of use-

ful problems this new method is efficient while maintaining optimality and handling long

sequential plans and certain kinds of uncertainty.

In brief, we assume that the interaction between agents’ actions can be represented

linearly. If this is so, we can use a linear program called the “master” program to coordinate

a team of agents in such a way that an optimal joint plan for all agents is achieved. The

individual agents plan without any knowledge of the other agents in the world. However,

the master linear program adjusts the costs of some actions in each agent’s plan such that

they will coordinate properly to achieve the best reward. Aside from their cost functions

being modified, the individual agents need not know the actions of the other agents to

achieve an optimal plan. This allows an efficient implementation while still guaranteeing
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optimality.

With this new multi-agent coordination in hand, we then combine it with the single

agent adversarial method developed in (McMahan et al. (2003)) to achieve a principled

planning method for team competitions. This can then be applied to a real-world multi-

robot paintball game.

1.5 Thesis Layout

The rest of the thesis is laid out as follows:

Chapter 2 In this chapter we will introduce some background material. We will begin

with very quick review of Markov Decision Process notation. This is followed by a

brief summary of the linear programming notation used in this thesis. The phrasing

of Markov Decision Processes as linear programs are reviewed. Then a review of

Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition for linear programs are presented. Lastly, the branch

and bound method for mixed integer programs is reviewed. These algorithms form

the base for the new methods outlined in this thesis.

Chapter 3 In this chapter, we present our novel multi-agent coordination mechanism.

Primarily, our method is based on a combination of Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition and

Markov Decision Processes phrased as linear programs. It is recommended to review

these subjects in chapter 2 prior to reading this chapter.

Chapter 4 This chapter presents a novel combination of the coordination method out-

lined in chapter 3 with the single agent adversarial method developed by McMahan

Gordon and Blum (McMahan et al. (2003)). This combination allows us to solve a

particular game of multi-robot paintball. This game is then played by physical robots

demonstrating the applicability of the method to real world tasks.
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Chapter 5 In this chapter we address related work mentioned briefly in previous chapters.

Specifically, we compare our work to related methods and specify the gap the work is

intended to fill.

Chapter 6 Lastly, we summarize the main contributions of this thesis. We also take a

brief look at future directions which seem the most promising for the continuation of

this work.
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Chapter 2

Background Theory

The purpose of this chapter is to review some of the basic mathematical concepts and

algorithms required to understand the novel multi-agent coordination mechanism presented

in chapter 3. We begin with linear programming and decompositions for large, loosely

coupled linear programs. We then proceed on to Markov Decision Processes and how they

can be formulated as linear programs. Integer programming capabilities and methods are

then reviewed.

It is with these concepts that we will build our multi-agent coordination algorithm.

It is not the goal of this chapter to replace a good reference on the above subjects, but

merely to review the main ideas and theorems so that the reader may understand the

multi-agent coordination method at least at a medium level of understanding. For a deeper

understanding of the framework, the author refers the reader to the texts cited in each

section below.

2.1 A brief review of some linear programming concepts

This section provides mathematical intuition for the linear programming methods used

without requiring a reader unskilled in linear programming having to resort to reading

17
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hundreds of pages of a textbook.

For a deeper understanding of the multi-agent coordination method, those unfamiliar

with linear programming should eventually study some linear programming. The author

recommends first reading the introduction to linear programming chapters in both (Cormen

et al. (2001)) and (Rardin (1998)). Then proceed onto the more complete text by Bertsimas

and Tsitsiklis (Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis (1997)). We stay close to the notation used in

(Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis (1997)) and have also drawn relevant examples and abbreviated

some explanations from this text. For all of the linear programming tools used in this thesis,

it is sufficient to refer to (Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis (1997)) for a thorough examination of

the material. The author has found this book to be one of the best references for linear

programming. The books by (Chvatal (1983)) and (Dantzig (1963)) are also useful references

though the presentation is not as clear.

2.1.1 A Brief History

Linear programming was invented by the L.V. Kantorovich in 1939 while trying to optimize

a manufacturing schedule. At that time it was relegated to an interesting but not very useful

way to optimize economics problems. This was due to the lack of computers which could

solve larger linear programs quickly as well as the lack of a principled method to solve linear

programs efficiently. Fortunately, George Dantzig developed the first algorithm to solve a

general linear program efficiently called the simplex method in 1947. Soon after in 1952,

the first linear program was solved on a National Bureau of Standards SEAC computer.

Since that time, linear programming has been heavily used as a general optimization tool

for a countless number of domains.
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2.1.2 Linear programming notation and definitions

Linear “Programming” is in fact a misleading name. By solving a linear program we are

finding the values for a set of decision variables xi such that a linear function of those

variables is maximized or minimized. The function being minimized or maximized is called

the objective function. Linear programming also allows the specification of linear constraints

on the variables over which the objective function is valid. These constraints are linear

functions of the decision variables. For example, the following describes a simple linear

program:

min
x1,x2

2x1 + 3x2

such that:

x1 + x2 ≤ 1

x1 + x2 ≥
1

2

x1 ≥ 0

x2 ≥ 0

(2.1)

The objective function of (2.1) is 2x1 +3x2. We wish to minimize the objective function

(as noted by the min) while meeting the linear constraints on the variables listed below the

objective function.

It is also possible to convert between an inequality constraint and an equality constraint

by the addition of a slack variable. For example: x1+x2 ≤ 1 can be changed to x1+x2−s1 =

1 where we force the slack variable s1 to be:s1 ≥ 0. This changes the program (2.1) to be:
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min
x1,x2

2x1 + 3x2

such that:

x1 + x2 − s1 = 1

x1 + x2 ≥
1

2

x1, x2, s1 ≥ 0

(2.2)

The linear program in (2.1) can be changed to a more compact vector and matrix based

notation as follows:

min
x

c′x

Ax ≤ b

x ≥ 0

(2.3)

The following substitutions could be made to represent the linear programming problem

in (2.1):

A =







1 1

−1 −1






b =







1

−1

2






c =







2

3






x =







x1

x2







In general, the representation in (2.3) is sufficient to represent any linear program. The

vector and matrix notation above will be used extensively throughout the thesis. Also, we

will sometimes convert matrices to a different form which is shown in (2.4). This form is

known as the standard form and can represent any linear program described by (2.3).
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min
x

c′x

Ax = b

x ≥ 0

(2.4)

Any vector x satisfying the constraints Ax = b in (2.4) is called a feasible solution or

feasible vector. The set of all feasible solutions is called the feasible set or feasible region.

Any feasible solution x∗ that minimizes the objective function (c′x∗ ≤ c′x for all feasible x)

is called the optimal feasible solution or simply the optimal solution. The value of c′x∗ is

the optimal cost. For a general x we may refer to c′x as the value or cost of the linear

program.

−0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
−0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

x1

x2

x1 >= 0 

x2 >= 0 

x1+ x2 <= 1 

x1+ x2 <= 1 

Feasible Region 

Corners 

Figure 2.1: The feasible region for the linear program (2.1)

For any linear program, the feasible region of solutions can be represented by a convex

polytope. For example, the feasible region of (2.1) is shown in figure (2.1) and is a convex

polytope. It is known that there always exists an optimal solution to a linear program on
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a corner of the feasible region. If the feasible region is empty, then the linear program is

said to be infeasible.

Any point within the feasible region can be represented as a convex combination of

the corners of the feasible region. More formally, let x1, . . . ,xk be vectors in <n and

let λ1, . . . , λk be nonnegative scalars such that
∑k

i=1
λi = 1. If the vectors x1, . . . ,xk

are the corners of a bounded convex polytope, then any point y within the polytope can

be represented as y =
∑k

i=1
λixi for some set of λi. This representation will become

important as we examine the decomposition of large linear programs using Dantzig-Wolfe

decomposition.

The representation of the feasible region as a convex polytope is also very important

for a particular method of solving linear programs. The revised simplex method solves a

linear program by starting at a corner of the polytope and moves to adjacent corners in

such a way that it finds the optimal feasible solution at a given corner. The revised simplex

method is a modified version of the simplex method which only needs to remember a subset

of the columns of the A matrix when choosing the next corner to move to. This feature of

the solution method is important for the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition described below.

2.1.3 The dual of a linear program

Given any linear program there always exists another linear program which can be used

to draw insight and help to solve the first linear program. We will call the original linear

program the primal linear program and the second linear program the dual linear program.

Duality theory provides insight into the solution of linear programs and, important for this

thesis, enables the formulation of the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition of large linear programs.

The idea of duality comes from the Lagrange multiplier method used in calculus to

minimize a function which has equality constraints. For example to solve the following

example from (Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis (1997)):
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minimize x2 + y2

such that x + y = 1

(2.5)

We first introduce a Lagrange multiplier p and form the Lagrangian L(x, y, p). p is the

penalty or price that we pay for violating the constraint.

L(x, y, p) = x2 + y2 + p(1− x− y)

To solve for the minimum we keep p fixed and minimize the Lagrangian over all x and y

by setting ∂L/∂x and ∂L/∂y to 0. For the above problem the solution to the unconstrained

problem is:

x = y =
p

2

Using the additional constraint x + y = 1 from the original program we can solve for p

to find that p = 1. Therefore, the optimal solution is x = y = 1

2
.

The intuition behind the Lagrange multiplier method is that we do not enforce the hard

constraint x + y = 1. Instead, we allow that constraint to be violated, but violating the

constraint causes us pay the price p times the amount the constraint is violated. When the

price p is properly chosen (p = 1 in the above example), the solution to the unconstrained

minimization is equivalent to that of the constrained minimization. In general, we wish to

find the price p for which the the presence or absence of the hard constraints does not affect

the optimal solution.

When forming the dual of a linear program, we follow the same procedure. For each

constraint in the original (aka primal) linear program we associate a price p with each linear

constraint and attempt to determine the set of prices p for which the absence of presence

of the hard constraints no longer matters. Applying this intuition to the standard LP of
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(2.4) we obtain:

min
x

c′x + p′(b−Ax)

x ≥ 0

(2.6)

Because we have removed the hard constraints, we have essentially increased the feasible

region for the problem. Thus, the optimal cost for (2.6) will be lower than the optimal cost

for the original standard form LP (2.4). If we let g(p) be the optimal cost for (2.6) then

this leads to the following:

g(p) = min
x≥0

c′x + p′(b−Ax) ≤ c′x∗ + p′(b−Ax∗) = c′x∗ (2.7)

When c′−p′A is less than zero, the minimum in (2.7) is − inf and so we only concentrate

on cases where p′A ≤ c′. For each value of p we have a lower bound on the optimal cost

c′x∗. This corresponds to the theorem of weak duality which simply states that p′b ≤ c′x

for any feasible solutions p and x. The search for the p to achieve the tightest bound on

the optimal cost leads us to the dual problem:

max
p

p′b

p′A ≤ c′
(2.8)

Given the optimal p from (2.8), finding the x which minimizes the primal problem is

only a matter of unconstrained linear optimization. Also it has been shown that if there

exists an optimal solution to the primal problem, there also exists an optimal solution to

the dual problem. This fact has been named strong duality and has been proven to be true.

The discovery of duality has led to some fast algorithms for solving linear programs. Part
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of the method described in chapter 3 relies on a primal-dual interior point algorithm for the

solution of a linear program. The advantage of this solution method (in addition to being a

fast solution algorithm for linear programs) is that it yields the optimal decision variables

p and x for both the primal and dual linear programs which is useful for Dantzig-Wolfe

decomposition described below.

In summary, the dual formulation of a linear program yields fast solution algorithms for

linear programs and enables the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition method below. The intuition

that the prices p are prices paid to violate a constraint is also useful for understanding the

multi-agent coordination algorithm presented in the next chapter.

2.1.4 Linear program solution time

Assume that the A matrix contains m rows and n columns. The revised simplex method

requires O(mn) computations per iteration in the worst case and O(m2) computations per

iteration in the best case. While this may seem to be slow, practical linear program solvers

can solve problems with tens of thousands of constraints and variables in a few seconds.

The number of iterations required to solve a linear program can be exponential on some

problems. However, for most problems encountered in practice, the number of iterations is

O(m). Unfortunately, the study of the “average” running time of either simplex method is

an open question. This is due mainly to the definition of “average” as it may vary greatly

dependent on a given set of tasks.

Recently however, a definition of average was presented as the smoothed complexity. The

smoothed complexity of a linear program is expected running time of the an algorithm on

an arbitrary instance under a random permutation. It has been shown in (Spielman and

Teng (2001)) that the revised simplex method has polynomial smoothed complexity.
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2.2 Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition

Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition was invented in 1960 by Dantzig and Wolfe and is well de-

scribed in (Dantzig (1963)) as well as in (Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis (1997)). To understand

the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition, we begin by describing delayed constraint generation and

its dual cousin delayed column generation which is a crucial component of Dantzig-Wolfe

decomposition.

2.2.1 Delayed constraint generation

Imagine that we have a problem of the form:

max
p

p′b

p′Ai = ci i = 1, . . . ,n

(2.9)

Unfortunately, the number of constraints n in this problem is very large. A solution

to this problem is to solve a relaxed problem where only a small subset of the constraints

are represented. Thus we solve (2.9) but only represent some subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} of the

constraints.

By relaxing the problem in this manner we guarantee that the optimal cost of the relaxed

problem is greater than the cost of the original problem. Thus p′
relaxedb ≥ p′b. Thus, if we

solve the relaxed problem and find a prelaxed that is feasible in the original problem, we are

finished. If it is not feasible in the original problem, we add a constraint which was broken

in the original problem to the relaxed problem (increasing the size of I). We continue to

increase the size of I until we find a prelaxed which is feasible in the original problem, at

which point we terminate. This is guaranteed to lead to an optimal solution to the original

problem, though there is no general guarantee on the size I must grow to before the optimal

solution is found. This procedure of adding constraints which were broken by the solution
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of the previous iteration is called constraint generation.

2.2.2 Delayed column generation

min
x

c′x

Ax = b

x ≥ 0

(2.10)

The dual of delayed constraint generation is delayed column generation. We now describe

this crucial technique for the decomposition of large linear programs.

Given the standard LP form above (repeated from (2.4) ), how does one solve the

linear program if the number of columns in the A matrix is so large that it cannot be

stored in computer memory? The answer comes from the fact that the revised simplex

method mentioned above typically only needs to examine a small subset of the columns in

A in order to choose which corner of the feasible region to move to in the next iteration.

Determining which corner to move to involves a computation which calculates the reduced

cost c̄i of adjacent corners. The reduced cost is the rate at which we can lower the cost of

the objective function if we were to move in the direction of corner i.

Once we determine which corner of the feasible region to move to, moving to that corner

will correspond to inserting a new column into our matrix A that we previously had not

represented and removing another column. Thus, it is possible to solve a linear program

where the matrix A has a very large number of columns but only stores a fixed number of

columns K at any given time while solving the linear program using the revised simplex

method. This process of generating the required columns at the time they are needed is

called delayed column generation.

A variant is to remember all columns that you have ever seen and keep them in the A

matrix which would then grow as the revised simplex algorithm proceeded. Solving the LP

in either manner is also guaranteed to converge because we are using a special case of the
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revised simplex algorithm which is guaranteed to converge.

2.2.3 Dantzig Wolfe decomposition

Dantzig-Wolfe decompositions is meant to solve problems of the following form:

min
x1,x2

c′1x1 + c′2x2

D1x1 + D2x2 = b0

A1x1 = b1

A2x2 = b2

x1,x2 ≥ 0

(2.11)

If we were to join all of the constraints in this program into one large constraint matrix

it would resemble the structure depicted in figure (2.2). There are two subproblems which

are mostly independent of each other depicted by the lower rectangles constraining only

the variables of each subproblem. Solving a linear program with these kinds of grouped

constraints can be significantly easier than solving a general linear program as we will

demonstrate below.

Suppose that x1 and x2 have dimensions of n1 and n2. Furthermore, b0, b1 and b2 have

dimensions of m0, m1 and m2 respectively. x1 must satisfy the non-negativity constraints

and those imposed by A1x1 = b1. Similarly, x2 must satisfy the non-negativity constraints

and those imposed by A2x2 = b2. This problem contains two separate subproblems which

are joined by the linear constraints D1x1 + D2x2 = b0.

This type of problem arises frequently in the real world. Here the variables x1 might

represent the activity levels of division one’s factory machines producing type one widgets

produced by some manufacturing firm. The variables x2 might represent the activity levels

of division two’s factory machines producing type two widgets. If both use the same raw
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Figure 2.2: A constraint matrix for a loosely coupled linear program. Certain sub-problems
have constraints which only affect certain variables belonging to that sub-problem such as
the lower rectangles in this figure. The sub-problem variables are only joined by a few
interaction constraints depicted as the upper rectangle.

resources then their activity levels will interact but only through variables which use a

resource shared by the two divisions.

Imagine further that the two separate divisions in a firm must minimize their own costs

according to their own constraints. For division one this might correspond to a linear

program of the form:

min
x1

c′1x1

A1x1 = b1

x1 ≥ 0

(2.12)

Division two would have a separate problem which is represented by a similar linear

program. They might be linearly coupled by the fact that the amount of resources used

should not exceed the resources available to the company. This constraint can be repre-
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sented by D1x1 + D2x2 = b0. Thus, the divisions interact via shared resources or shared

commodities. Combining this constraint with the individual linear programs from each di-

vision (of the form shown in (2.12)) yield the original problem (2.11). The Dantzig-Wolfe

decomposition allows us to solve this kind of problem in an efficient way.

We would like to propose a problem equivalent equivalent to (2.11). This problem will

have many fewer constraints but many more variables. We begin by writing down the

convex polytope defined by the constraints Aixi = bi:

For the subproblems i = 1, 2 we define a convex polytope Pi as:

Pi = {xi ≥ 0 | Aixi = bi}

Using this definition we can rewrite the original LP in (2.11) as:

min
x1,x2

c′1x1 + c′2x2

D1x1 + D2x2 = b0

x1 ∈ P1

x2 ∈ P2

(2.13)

Unfortunately, this is not a valid linear program. However, as we have seen above, if the

vectors x1, . . . ,xk are the corners of a bounded convex polytope, then any point x within

the polytope can be represented as x =
∑k

j=1
λjxj for some set of λj such that

∑

j λj = 1.

Let Ji be the set of all corners of the polytope Pi. For i = 1, 2 let x
j
i, j ∈ Ji be the corners

of the bounded convex polytope Pi. Using this representation we can rewrite the above

program into the following valid linear program:
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min
∑

j∈J1

λj
1c

′
1x

j
1 +

∑

j∈J2

λj
2c

′
2x

j
2

∑

j∈J1

λj
1D1x

j
1 +

∑

j∈J2

λj
2D2x

j
2 = e

∑

j∈J1

λj
1 = 1

∑

j∈J2

λj
2 = 1

∀i, j λj
i ≥ 0

(2.14)

We call the representation of (2.14) the master program. Each “corner” of the feasible

region is a valid solution to the linear program. Representing the feasible region of polytopes

P1 and P2 with the corners of the region usually takes an exponential number of points.

Thus, we have transformed the original program (2.11) which had m0 +m1 +m2 constraints

to a program with only m0 + 2 constraints but possibly exponentially many variables.

Fortunately, we can use the revised simplex method which only requires m0 +2 columns

to solve the LP solve shown in 2.14 and thus only examines m0 + 2 variables of the master

program. Let the dual variables of the first m0 constraints be called the vector p and the

dual variables of the last two constraints be r1 and r2 respectively.

We now require a method by which to generate corners of the polytope x
j
1 and x

j
2 for

the revised simplex method to examine. This is done by creating one subproblem or slave

program for each polytope Pi of the form:

min (ci − pDi)xi

Aixi = bi

xi ≥ 0

(2.15)
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This slave program is almost identical to the program shown in (2.12). The only differ-

ence is that the objective function of the slave program (2.15) is modified by an extra cost

pDi it incurs because of its contribution to the constraint D1x1 + D2x2 = e in the original

program.

Intuitively, the slave program must pay a price determined by p for any contribution to

the constraint in the master program. This price is determined by the dual variable for that

constraint. This is consistent with our earlier discussion of dual variables representing a

price which must be paid to break a constraint. When the Dantzig-Wolfe algorithm iterates

it fixes the price p of the interaction constraints to be constant during the solution of the

sub-problems. Fixing the prices is what allows us to separate the master problem into

sub-problems.

When each slave program is solved, feasible points (corners) of the polytopes P1 and

P2 are created which are then added to the master program following the conventions of

delayed column generation. While executing the Dantzig-Wolfe algorithm, we will generate

several of these corners. We can now state the full Dantzig Wolfe decomposition algorithm:

Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition

• A typical iteration starts with a total of m0 + 2 corners of P1 and P2. Solving

the master program yields a set of dual variables (p, r1, r2).

• Form and solve each slave program which adds an entry to the set of corners x1
i

and x2
i . If x1

i = x1
i−1 and x2

i = x2
i−1 then terminate.

• Otherwise, take the corners x1
i and x2

i from solving the slave programs and add

them as variables to the master program. Generate the columns associated with

these variables and insert them into the master program constraint matrices.

Also store the costs c1
i and c2

i of the slave solutions x1
i and x2

i neglecting the dual

prices p these become objective function coefficients in the master program.
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• Repeat until termination.

In summary, we have transformed the original linear program, into a master pro-

gram which uses several corners of the subproblem feasible regions to find the optimal

solution. These corners are generated via solving slave programs which are separate

subproblem linear programs with modified costs.

We have presented here a version of the Dantzig Wolfe algorithm that requires the

subprograms to have feasible regions which are bounded. The algorithm generalizes

to unbounded polytopes, but for simplicity of presentation, the details of handling

unbounded polytopes are omitted and the reader is referred to (Bertsimas and Tsit-

siklis (1997)). The Dantzig-Wolfe algorithm is guaranteed to terminate because it is a

special case of the revised simplex method combined with delayed column generation.

While we have developed the algorithm for the case of only two slave programs

or subdivisions of a company, it is equally applicable to any number of subdivisions

of the problem. In fact, we will use this decomposition to coordinate any number of

agents.

Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition solves the original linear program (2.11) efficiently.

It is efficient in the same way that linear programming is typically efficient: While

it is possible to construct problems where it will take an exponential number of

iterations, in general it terminates quickly. This efficiency has been validated ex-

perimentally many times by ourselves and others, but the proof of an average case

running time remains an open problem. For the problems we have studied, we find

that the algorithm iterates approximately 3-10 times before termination. If there are

N subproblems requiring O(t1) time each and the master requires O(t2) time, then

the total running time per iteration is O(Nt1 + t2).
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2.2.4 An economic interpretation of Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition

The decomposition method can be described in terms of an economic context. Imag-

ine that an organization has two divisions which must meet a common objective of

minimizing cost to the company while still producing a certain amount of widgets in

each division. The widgets produced in each division are different but use the same

raw material which is only available in a limited quantity. This limited quantity can

be represented by the constraint D1x1 + D2x2 = e. Each division i must minimize

its own cost c′ixi while meeting its own constraints Aixi = bi of producing a certain

amount of widgets. The Dantzig-Wolfe algorithm is guaranteed to find the optimal

solution for this problem such that the total cost to the organization is minimized.

2.3 MDPs, linear programs, and duals

Markov Decision Processes were first introduced in order to solve the “optimal con-

trol” problem. In this problem, there is the notion of the state of a system, which

describe quantities of interest in the system. There are actions a controller can take

which cause the state of the system to transition from one state to another. The

result state of a given action may be stochastic, that is taking an action in a given

state does not always take you to the same next state. A Markov Decision Process

(MDP) is a tupleM = {S,A, T ,R, γ,α} defined as follows:

• a set of states S ∈ {s1, s2, . . . , sn} , |S| = N

• a set of actions A ∈ {a1, a2, . . . , am} , |A| = M

• a set of transition probabilities T (s′, a, s) = p(s′ | s, a), where p is a probability

distribution
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• a set of costs c : S ×A 7→ <

• a discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1]

• a probability distribution over initial states α : α ∈ <N ,
∑

i αi = 1

For any MDP there is a value function which indicates how desirable any given

state in our system is. The value function may be determined using the Bellman

equation defined in (2.17):

V (si) : S 7→ < (2.16)

V (si) = min
a

(

c(si, a) + γ

N
∑

j=1

p(sj | si, a)V (sj)

)

(2.17)

Achieving some states is desirable (or less costly), that is we would like to control

the system to achieve a desired state or set of states. The question to be answered

in such a problem is: “What is the best action to take from a given state so that

I achieve the lowest possible cost”. What we would like is a policy to tell us which

action to take in any given state. A policy then, is a function which takes a state

as an input and tells us what action to take. A deterministic policy will only tell us

one action we should take with 100% certainty. A non-deterministic policy tells us

to take each possible action with a certain probability. That is:

• a deterministic policy π(si) : S 7→ A, or π(si) = ai

• a non-deterministic policy:

∀i,j π(si) = p(si, aj) ∈ [0, 1] (2.18)
∑

j

p(si, aj) = 1 (2.19)
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The optimal policy is the policy which chooses the best possible action in each

state. If we know the value function V then the optimal policy can be stated as

follows:

π(si) = arg min
a

(

c(si, a) + γ

N
∑

j=1

p(sj | si, a)V (sj)

)

(2.20)

One method by which the optimal policy can be computed is to phrase the MDP

M as the Bellman linear program. If we pick a distribution over starting states

α ⊂ <N with α > 0 and
∑

i αi = 1 then the Bellman LP was shown in (Puterman

(1994)) to be:

Maximize α ·V

∀a : V ≤ ca + γTaV
(2.21)

where V is the vector form of the value function whose size is |S|, one value per

state in the MDP. ca is the vector of immediate costs for taking action a and Ta is

the matrix representation of the transition probabilities. The inequalities between

vector quantities above are meant to hold component-wise. Note that the constraints

in equation (2.21) come directly from equation (2.17). There is one ≤ constraint for

each possible action, and this is how the minimum in (2.17) is achieved in the linear

program. In solving this linear program (LP) we will determine the value function

for the MDP. This can then be used to determine the optimal policy using equation

(2.20).
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2.3.1 The dual of the Bellman LP

minf c · f

f − γT f = α

f ≥ 0

(2.22)

The dual of the Bellman LP gives us an interesting alternative from which to view

the problem of finding an optimal policy directly without finding the value function.

The dual of the Bellman LP is shown in (2.22).

Every state sj has some set of valid actions ak ∈ Asj
which may be executed in

the that state. These are called valid state action pairs. The vector f represents the

expected number of times we perform a given action from each state. We call each

real valued variable fi in this vector a state action visitation frequency. The vector f

contains one real valued state action visitation frequency for every valid state action

pair in the MDP. Thus, the size of the vector |f | is simply the sum over states of the

number of actions available in each state: |f | =
∑

s∈S num actionss.

We now rewrite the bellman dual as the following linear program which conforms

more closely with the LPs discussed in the linear programming review:

minf c · f

A f = b

f ≥ 0

(2.23)
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Each column of the A matrix represents a unique state action visitation frequency.

The objective function has a cost for each state action visitation frequency. These

costs are defined by the cost vector c.

Each row of the matrix A represents one state in the MDP and enforces a flow

constraint. This constraint ensures that the sum of state action visitation frequencies

leading into a state minus the sum of state actions visitation frequencies leading

into of a state must be equal the number of times one starts in a given state at the

beginning of execution:

∀si

∑

k

f(si, ak)−
∑

j,k

f(sj, ak)p(si | sj, ak)γ = αi

It should be noted that there is a direct mapping from a policy π(si) to a set of

state action visitation frequencies as discussed in ((Guestrin, 2003, Chapter 2)) and

(Puterman (1994)):

f(si, a) =
inf
∑

t=0

∑

sj

γtπ(a | si)
∑

ak

p(st
j | s

t=0
i , aj)π(ak | si) (2.24)

There is not necessarily a one to one mapping in the other direction. It is possible

that there exists a state sj for which
∑

k f(sj, ak) = 0. That is the optimal policy

does not pass through this state. In this case, when defining the policy π(sj) we can

set π(sj) to be any probability distribution over the actions available in that state.

An error bound

It was also shown in (Guestrin, 2003, chapter 6) that given a set of state action

visitation frequencies there exists an error bound from the optimal policy. We first

determine the dual violation δ(si) of a given set state visitation frequencies f(si) for
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every joint state si:

δ(f(si)) =
∑

k

f(si, ak)− α(si)− γ
∑

j,k

f(sj, ak)p(si | sj, ak) (2.25)

Given these dual violations we can compute the error between a value function

Vf induced by a vector of state action visitation frequencies f and the optimal value

function V ∗ as:

‖V ∗ − Vf‖1,α ≤ sumiδ(f(si))Vf (si) (2.26)

where the L1 norm is defined by ‖V ‖1,α =
∑

i αsi|V (si)|.

This is a powerful tool, as we can now take a given vector of state action visitation

frequencies f and determine an error bound of the value function from the optimal

value function. The caveat is that the error bound requires a sum over an exponential

number of states.

2.3.2 Converting an MDP to the dual linear program

The above discussion leads to a general procedure for converting a Markov Decision

Process to the dual of the Bellman linear program.

Assume that we start with a Markov decision process M = {S,A, T ,R, γ,α}.

Furthermore, assume that there are n state-action pairs and that the number of

valid actions in every state is na. Assume an arbitrary ordering on the state/action

pairs such that order(si, ak) returns a unique integer. We use the ordering function:

order(si, ak) = i× na + k. If states and actions are numbered beginning at zero, this

function returns a unique positive integer greater than or equal to zero. Given this

ordering function we can now convert an MDP to a dual linear program using the
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following sequence of steps:

• For every state sj ∈ S

– Create a row in the matrix A which has n columns with every value set to

zero

– For any state si with action ak having non-zero probability of entering state

sj, calculate the column index to be order(si, ak) and set the value of that

column to be −p(si | sj, ak)γ.

– For every action leaving state sj calculate the column index to be order(sj, ak)

and add +1.0 the value of that column.

• Set the values of the cost vector c: For every state j and every action k calculate

an index i = order(sj, ak). Set the cost at ci to be the cost for executing action

k in state j

• Set the vector b = α

Though we have used an ordering function for the special case of having the same

number of actions per state, handling a variable number of functions per state simply

requires a different ordering function. We will now demonstrate the procedure applied

to a simple example.

An example using the dual of the Bellman LP

In general, we will use the dual formulation of the linear program as this is a more

efficient representation for our decomposition method. To demonstrate how a Markov

Decision Process can be transformed to an equivalent linear program in dual form,

we present the example in figure (2.3).
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S2

S0

S1

S3

c=1

c=4

c=0

c=3

c=2

c=5 c=7

Figure 2.3: A simple MDP, the start state is s0 and we wish to reach the terminal state
s3 while minimizing cost. The costs are labeled on each each. We can introduce action
uncertainty by adding the dashed arc from state s0.

Figure (2.3) depicts a simple Markov decision process. We begin by neglecting

the transition indicated by the dashed line and assuming that the discount factor γ

is equal to 1.0. It is unnecessary to represent the terminal state since its value will

always be zero. Transitions out of the goal state will always lead back to the goal

state and thus there is no need to solve for state action visitation frequencies from

any goal state. This leaves us with three states we must represent in the A matrix.

Each state has two actions thus the number of state action pairs is six.
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A =











1 1 0 0 0 0

−1 0 1 1 −1 0

0 −1 0 −1 1 1
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We see that transitions leading into a state cause a −1 to be represented in the A

matrix. Transitions leading out of the state cause a +1 to be present in the A matrix.

The decision variables fi are:

f =































f(s0, a0)

f(s0, a1)

f(s1, a0)

f(s1, a1)

f(s2, a0)

f(s2, a1)































In this case, we arbitrarily decided that the zero’th action in each state is the action

which leads towards the top of the page. Representing this as the linear program in

(2.23) and using a linear program solver we obtain the optimal solution to be:
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f =
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0

1

0

0
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Though we have shown the conversion for a deterministic MDP, it is possible to

represent any MDP. Imagine that the dashed arc is the result of f(s0, a0) 50% of the

time and the solid arc of f(s0, a0) is the resulting state 50% of the time. We can

represent this MDP simply by changing the A matrix to be:

A =











0.5 1 0 0 0 0

−0.5 0 1 1 −1 0

0 −1 0 −1 1 1











2.4 Mixed Integer Programming

We have shown some linear programming techniques and examples above. Sometimes

a problem is better modeled with the addition of integer variables or constraints

involving integer variables. If we take a linear program and force some subset of

variables to be integer, then the resulting program is a mixed integer program. In

general, we can phrase a mixed integer program as the following:
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min
x,y

c′x + d′y

Ax + By = b

x,y ≥ 0

x ∈ integer

(2.27)

Thus, the decision variables x may only take discrete integer values, while the

decision variables y are continuous real variables. At times, we only allow the integer

variables to take on the values zero or one: xi ∈ {0, 1}. This kind of mixed integer

program is called a zero or one integer program (ZOIP) or a binary integer program.

The addition of integer variable allows for a much more expressive modeling frame-

work than linear programming. With integer variables we can model the following

details for a task which are not easily modeled (or not possible to model) with a linear

program:

Binary Choice Using a binary variable we can select between two alternatives.

Dependent Decisions Sometimes a second decision may only be made if a first

decision is chosen to be a particular value. This can be represented using x ≤ y

where x = 1 may only be true if y = 1

Disjunctive Constraints Sometimes we would like to satisfy one set of linear con-

straints or a different set of linear constraints. This can be accomplished with:
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Ax ≥ yb

Cx ≥ (1− y)d

y ∈ {0, 1}

(2.28)

Setting y = 0 we satisfy Cx ≥ d. With y = 1 we satisfy Ax ≥ b. Here we

assume that A and b are greater than zero, but this constraint can be relaxed via

the addition of a slack variable. Thus we can use (2.28) to satisfy the disjunction

of the two sets of constraints.

Relations between variables If we would like at most one variable to be true we

can implement
∑

i xi ≤ 1 and make xi ∈ {0, 1}

Restricting possible values for a variable If we would like a variable x to take

on a restricted set of values from the real line ( x ∈ {a1, a2, . . . , an}) we can

implement the following constraints:

x =
m
∑

j=1

ajyj

m
∑

j=1

yj = 1

yj ∈ {0, 1}

(2.29)

2.5 The Branch and Bound algorithm

There are several methods for solving mixed integer programs. We will describe

only the branch and bound algorithm but there are other methods such as Gomory
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cuts, simulated annealing and many others which are described in (Bertsimas and

Tsitsiklis (1997)). To begin, we describe how one might relax a mixed integer program

by deleting constraints. In particular, the branch and bound algorithm removes

constraints forcing variables to take on integer values. This technique is described

below.

2.5.1 Linear Programming Relaxation

If we remove some constraints from a linear program or mixed integer program we

obtain a relaxed form of that program. If we take the integer program:

min
xint

c′xint

Axint = b

xint ≥ 0

xint ∈ integer

(2.30)

We obtain a linear programming relaxation of (2.30) by removing the integer con-

straints to obtain:

min
xr

c′xr

Axr = b

xr ≥ 0

(2.31)

Because we are removing constraints we are guaranteed that the optimal cost

for (2.31) c′x∗
r will be less than the cost of the integer program c′x∗

int. Thus, when
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we solve any mixed integer program which has fewer constraints than some original

mixed program, we obtain a lower bound on the optimal cost of the original program:

c′x∗
r = lower bound ≤ c′x∗

int. If we furthermore assume that all entries of c are integer

then we know that this lower bound must also be integer.

2.5.2 Branch and Bound

The Branch and Bound algorithm begins by solving the fully relaxed linear program.

That is, it solves (2.31). If the solution x∗
r contains non-integer values, we can then

force one or more of them to be integers with a specific value and solve a different

relaxation with those variables set to be constants.

We thus branch the problem into a set of subproblems where some variables are

fixed to be integer constants. Each time we solve a relaxed linear program, we obtain

a lower bound on the optimal cost as explained in the previous section. If we solve a

program and all variables are integer we obtain an upper bound on the value of the

mixed integer program.

This is best explained following the explanation of an example from (Trick (1997)).

We would like to solve the following integer program:

min−8x1 − 11x2 − 6x3 − 4x4

5x1 + 7x2 + 4x3 + 3x4 ≤ 15

xj ∈ {0, 1} j = {1, 2, 3, 4}

(2.32)

If we remove all the integer constraints and solve the linear programming relax-

ation we obtain x1 = 1, x2 = 1, x3 = 0.5, x4 = 0. The value of the objective function

is -22. We now know that no integer solution to (2.32) will have a value less than -22.
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There is only one variable which has a fractional (non-integer) value, that is x3.

We now force x3 to be integer by branching on x3. That is we begin with the top node

of a tree being the fully relaxed linear program and create child nodes or subproblems

representing cases where we force x3 = 0 or x3 = 1. In each branch, we solve a relaxed

problem, where all variables other than x3 can take on any real value but x3 is forced

to be 0 or 1. We can see this initial tree shown in figure (2.4). We will use the terms

“node” (as in node of the tree), and “subproblems” interchangeably.

x3 = 0
c’x = −21.65
non−integer

x3=1
c’x = −21.85
non−integer

c’x=−22
non−integer

Figure 2.4: A partial tree for the branch and bound algorithm. c′x is the value of the
objective function

Solving the branch where x3 = 0 we obtain:

• x1 = 1, x2 = 1, x3 = 0, x4 = 0.667 with value c′x = −21.65

For the branch where x3 = 1 we obtain:

• x1 = 1, x2 = 0.714, x3 = 1, x4 = 0 with value c′x = −21.85.

We know that the optimal solution can be no less than -21.85 (since that is the

lower of the two branches). In fact, we know that it cannot be any lower than -21

since all the multiplicative constants and decision variables must be integers. Thus

the optimal cost of the objective function must also be an integer higher than -21.85.

Unfortunately, neither branch leads to an integer solution, so we must branch

again. We must choose whether to further explore the left or right node. We are
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choosing an active subproblem. An active subproblem is a node of the tree which is

feasible and has a “useful” value for the objective function. “Useful” will be defined

momentarily.

The choice of an active subproblem can be made with a simple heuristic such as

the lower value c′x of the two branches, depth first search, breadth first search, or

with domain dependent guidance heuristics.

Choosing the right branch where x3 = 1 we now force a non-integer variable of

that branch (remember x2 = 0.714) to be integer by branching again. After solving

the subproblems of x3 = 1 node we have:

• x1 = 1, x2 = 0, x3 = 1, x4 = 1 with value c′x = −18

• x1 = 0.6, x2 = 1, x3 = 1, x4 = 0 with value c′x = −21.8

We now have at least one subproblem with an integer solution which is a feasible

solution to the original problem. This gives us an upper bound on the value of the

original problem. We know that we can achieve a minimum value of at least -18 and

possibly better. If we have a subproblem with an integer solution we will no longer

need to branch on that problem. That problem is said to be inactive, since there is

no need to search further below that node. The current tree is shown in figure (2.5).

Branching on the non-integer subproblem of the x3 = 1, x2 = 1 node, we obtain

the following subproblem solutions:

• x0 = 1, x2 = 1, x3 = 1, x4 = 1 with value c′x = −21

• x1 = 1, x2 = 1, x3 = 1 is infeasible. There is no value of x4 which can meet the

linear constraint in (2.32).

Note that given the lower bound produced by the top node of the tree (-21), there is

no need to investigate the branch where x3 = 0 because we now have a feasible integer
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x3 = 0

non−integer

x3=1
c’x = −21.85
non−integer

c’x=−22
non−integer

c’x = −21.65

x3=1, x2=0
c’x=−18
integer

x3=1, x2=1
c’x=−21.8
non−integer

activeinactive

active

inactive

Figure 2.5: A partial tree for the branch and bound algorithm. Nodes labeled as active
must still be considered.

solution which achieves this cost. Thus that subproblem (and any child nodes of that

subproblem) is said to be fathomed meaning it requires no investigation because its

best cost is worse than a cost which can already be achieved by some feasible integer

solution we have already found. Fathomed subproblems are said to be inactive. Any

nodes which are infeasible are also said to be inactive.

We have performed a complete branch and bound algorithm for the problem in

(2.32). Figure (2.6) depicts the entire branch and bound tree. Until all nodes are

inactive (either fathomed or infeasible), we must continue searching all nodes of the

tree. The general algorithm may be stated as follows:

1. Solve the linear relaxation of the currently selected subproblem or node (begin-

ning with the original mixed integer program). If all variables in the solution

are integer, then this branch of the tree is terminated with this subproblem

and we have an upper bound created by the integer solution. The tree is also

terminated by an infeasible subproblem. If the solution is non-integer, then we
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fathomed
inactive

x3 = 0

non−integer

x3=1
c’x = −21.85
non−integer

c’x=−22
non−integer

c’x = −21.65

x3=1, x2=0
c’x=−18
integer

x3=1, x2=1
c’x=−21.8
non−integer

inactive

inactive

x3=1,x2=1,x1=0
c’x=−21
integer

x3=1,x2=1,x1=1
infeasible

inactive inactive

Figure 2.6: The complete branch and bound tree for problem (2.32).
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must branch on a non-integer variable.

2. Choose an active subproblem and branch on a non-integer variable. A subprob-

lem or node of the tree is inactive when:

• The subproblem has already been branched.

• All variables in the subproblem solution are integer. This leads to an upper

bound on the optimal cost which can be used to fathom other subproblems.

• The subproblem is infeasible.

• You can fathom this subproblem using an upper bound from another sub-

problem.

3. Repeat until there are no active subproblems.

The branch and bound algorithm causes us to solve many linear programs. Every

time we create a node in the tree, we must solve some relaxed form of the original

mixed integer program. Fortunately, it is very rare that we need examine the whole

tree. Often there are problem dependent heuristics for guiding the search and we

need not resort to full breadth first or depth first search. It is also possible to re-use

solutions from the parent node to jump start solutions of the child nodes.

Computational Efficiency of Branch and Bound

Branch and bound is guaranteed to converge to the optimal solution. However, there

are no known polynomial time algorithms for solving general mixed integer programs.

In fact, because many NP hard problems can be phrased as integer programs, solving

a general integer program in polynomial time would mean P = NP .

Branch and bound may take exponential time in the worst case, however, it often

produces acceptable solutions in a reasonably short period of time. For certain tasks,
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good heuristics are available to guide the search, much reducing the computation time

and making branch and bound a solid algorithm for practical applications. Many

commercial packages use branch and bound as their integer program solver.

2.6 Conclusions

The above discussions are meant to provide sufficient breadth to understand the

material in this thesis. We have attempted to gather the main results from linear

programming and Markov Decision Process theory in this chapter so that the reader

may understand the multi-agent coordination algorithms and multi-agent coordina-

tion language presented in the next chapter. The above background material should

be sufficient to gain at least an intuition for the algorithm.

The multi-agent coordination algorithms presented in this thesis incorporate most

of the methods described in this chapter. More specifically we combine Dantzig-

Wolfe decomposition, delayed constraint generation, and at times branch and bound

to perform our multi-agent coordination. The resulting algorithms are fast, efficient,

have low communication requirements and, for many useful tasks, are guaranteed to

converge to the optimal policy.
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Chapter 3

Multi-Agent Coordination Using

Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition and

Branch and Bound Search

3.1 Introduction and Motivation

In recent years, the design of cooperative multi-robot systems has become a highly

active research area within robotics (Bennewitz et al. (2001); Y.U. et al. (1997);

Goldberg and Matarić (2000); Kitano (1998); Roumeliotis and Bekey (2000); Salido

et al. (1997)). For many coordination tasks, there does not exist a principled and

efficient method for multi-robot coordination. In this chapter, we build on previous

work in linear programming and Markov decision processes (MDPs) to create a new

method for multi-robot coordination which overcomes some of the difficulties in each

of the prior methods while remaining intuitive and easy to use.

Many planning problems in robotics are best phrased as MDPs because of their

ability to handle uncertainty in action outcome. These MDPs are often defined over

55
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world states. It is also possible to handle uncertainty in state (also called partial

observability) by defining an MDP over belief states (Kaelbling et al. (1998)), but

we have not investigated this kind of MDP in this thesis. Unfortunately, any MDP

describing a multi-agent problem grows in size exponentially with the number of

agents if phrased in a straightforward manner.

Throughout this chapter we will refer to the kinds of problems we are solving

as multi-agent coordination problems, multi-agent MDPs, or multi-agent planning

problems.

We bring together resource-allocation techniques from the linear programming

and MDP literature to solve these problems. In particular, we propose a general

technique for decomposing multi-robot MDP problems into “loosely coupled” MDPs

which interact only through resource production and consumption constraints. Prices

can be attached to any linear function of the state action visitation frequencies of each

robot.

This loosely coupled approximation of a general multi-agent MDP is obtained by

phrasing the original multi-agent planning problem as a large mixed integer program

(MIP) or linear program (LP). In this mixed integer or linear program approximation

of the original problem, we only model important inter-robot constraints and resources

shared by the robots. These representations avoid the “curse of dimensionality”, the

exponential growth of multi-agent MDPs. Thus, MIPs and LPs become our modeling

language for multi-agent coordination planning problems.

Given a MIP or LP model of a multi-agent problem, we offer a centralized and

decentralized solution method for each model. These methods are based on off the

shelf MIP and LP solution methods. One of our main contributions is the modeling

of multi-agent MDP problems as a MIP or an LP and the discovery that the Dantzig-

Wolfe distributed solution method is best suited for solving these kinds of models.
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Our approach generalizes a large body of previous literature in multi-robot sys-

tems, including prior work by Guestrin and Gordon (Guestrin and Gordon (2002)).

Our decentralized algorithm can distribute computation so that each robot reasons

only about its own local interactions, and the algorithm always produces the same

answer as the centralized planning solution methods.

In summary, we can find the global optimum to an approximate MIP or LP model

of the multi-agent coordination problem in a very efficient way. For a large class of

planning problems, our MIP or LP model of the problem can also be made to exactly

represent the original multi-agent coordination problem. When the MIP or LP model

is exact, we can guarantee an optimal solution to the original multi-agent planning

problem we are modeling.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: We first describe straight forward

planning for multi-agent MDPs and the curse of dimensionality inherent in that rep-

resentation. We then describe a novel multi-agent task representation using mixed

integer programming along with a centralized solution algorithm which avoids this

curse of dimensionality. The simpler linear program model is then described along

with its corresponding centralized solution algorithm. We then present the Dantzig-

Wolfe decomposition algorithm and how it is applied to both models yielding an

efficient solution technique for both the MIP and LP models. Experimental results

solving a problem using both models are then presented.

3.2 The standard multi-agent MDP representation

Unfortunately, existing MDP planning techniques generally scale poorly to multi-

robot systems because of the curse of dimensionality: in general, it is exponentially

harder to solve an MDP for N agents than it is to solve a single-agent MDP because
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the state and action space for N robots can be exponentially larger than for a single-

robot system. This enormous complexity has confined MDP planning techniques

largely to single-robot systems.

R2
Goal2

R1

S4

Goal1

S2 S3S1

Figure 3.1: A simple two robot path planning problem. Robot R1 must go to the grid cell
Goal1 and robot R2 must arrive at the grid cell Goal2. There are four positions: S1,S2,S3,
and S4. The two robots must not cross over each other or move into the same grid cell.

To illustrate this complexity, let us describe the state and action space for a two

robot path planning problem shown in figure 3.1. There are four grid cells or locations

labeled S1, S2, S3, S4. There are two robots: R1 and R2. Robot R1 must plan a

path to Goal1 and robot R2 must plan a path to Goal2. The robots cannot cross over

each other, nor may they be in the same cell at one time. The robots have actions:

move north, move east, move south, move west, and wait. Actions are deterministic:

when you attempt to perform an action you have a 100% probability of succeeding.

With a cost of 1 per action, the objective is for the robots to reach their goals while

minimizing cost and not crashing into each other or the walls.

If Robot R1 totally ignored robot R2, we could model the problem for R1 using

an MDP with 4 states: the robot being in each possible position. Similarly the robot
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would have 5 actions (north, east, south, west, wait) in each state. If robot R2 ignored

R1, then R2 would have a separate MDP with 4 states and 5 actions. Thus, totally

ignoring other robots in the world, we have two separate MDPs with small state and

action spaces. Unfortunately, they cannot ignore each other since we could not then

guarantee a collision free path.

A simple way to solve this problem is to model the state of both agents in one

much larger MDP. The location of both the robots at any time is the state of this

new larger problem. In this MDP, we keep track of the simultaneous location of both

robots called the joint location or joint state. We also keep track of which actions

both robots are executing simultaneously at a given time (called the joint action).

For each of the 4 possible states (locations) of the first robot we must keep track

of the position of the second robot which might be one of four states. This leads to

a joint state space of 4× 4 = 16 states. Similarly, keeping track of the simultaneous

actions of both agents the joint action space would be 5× 5 = 25 joint actions.

By controlling the joint actions (eg. disallowing some joint actions) for each joint

state we can ensure collision free paths. This allows us to minimize the cost for both

robots while avoiding collisions. For example, when the robots are in joint state (R1

position = S1, R2 position = S3), we can disallow the joint action (R1 action = east,

R2 action= west) which would lead to a collision.

In general, by reasoning simultaneously about several robots the size of the joint

state space grows exponentially in the number of robots. Similarly, the number of the

joint actions or size of the joint action space also grows exponentially in the number of

agents. Since MDP solution methods are polynomial time in the number of states and

actions, these methods quickly become too slow and cumbersome for even small multi-

agent problems. MDP methods can handle millions of states with tens of actions on

todays computers. This could handle a total of two robots performing coordinated
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path planning on a grid 100 by 100 in size. This problem has a joint state space

size of 108, which can barely be solved with today’s computers and standard MDP

algorithms. This is insufficient for most any useful multi-robot planning. To address

this problem of the exponential state space, we will show how these problems are

actually only loosely coupled, and how they may be represented by a mixed integer

program.

3.3 Loosely Coupled MDPs and the mixed integer program-

ming representation

3.3.1 Intuition and relation to market based approaches

In many cases, robots in a multi-robot system interact only in limited ways. Robots

might seek not to collide with each other in specific locations (Bennewitz et al. (2001)),

coordinate their locations to carry out a joint task (Kitano (1998); Salido et al.

(1997)), or consume a joint resource with limited availability (Burgard et al. (2000);

Parker (1996); Zlot et al. (2002)). While these problems are not trivially decomposed,

they do not necessarily have the worst-case exponential complexity that characterizes

the general case we have described in section 3.2.

Handling this sort of limited interaction is exactly the strength of market-based

planning algorithms (Zlot et al. (2002); Gerkey and Mataric (2002)): by focusing their

attention on a limited set of important resources and ignoring all other interactions,

these algorithms reduce the problem of cooperating with other robots to the prob-

lem of deciding which resources to produce or consume. Market-based algorithms

are particularly attractive for multi-robot planning because many common types of

interactions can be phrased as constraints on resources such as space (two robots
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can’t occupy the same location at once) and time (a robot can only work on a limited

number of tasks at once).

We have described keeping track of the positions and actions of both robots at

every time step to ensure they do not run into each other in a path planning task.

Another possibility for planning in this domain which avoids the exponential growth

in the joint state space is to let the robots plan paths individually, but penalize plans

that actually conflict in specific cells at specific times. After changing the penalty

only in specific cells and times where they conflict we ask the robots to re-plan. Thus,

there would be a shared resource per cell (the right to be in that grid cell), but this

number of resources would not grow as we added more robots.

In our path planning example, we might decide that a resource is the ownership

of a particular grid cell. One way we might get the robots to coordinate is to have

them “pay” to own or consume a particular grid cell so that they might plan a path

which includes that grid cell. For example, R1 might buy grid cells S1, S2, S3 in the

example of figure (3.1). All robot R1 would need to know is that it owned those cells,

and could ignore robot R2 when doing its path planning. We could also introduce

the notion of time so that a robot could own a particular cell at a particular time

step. To solve the problem shown in figure (3.1) we would need a planner to allocate

the resources of grid cells at particular time steps. An optimal allocation would lead

to an optimal joint path plan for the robots. In this case it would correspond to one

robot waiting in the grid cell S4 as the other robot passed by.

Current market algorithms make the strong assumption that robots can calculate

the utility of each sub-goal or resource required to complete the overall task inde-

pendently of other robots’ actions. In the path planning problem this might mean

that each agent would be able to determine how much each grid cell is worth to them

independently of all other robots’ desired grid cells. The example of figure (3.1) shows
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one such example where the robots must both own grid cells at various times and

share them with the other robot. From the point of view of these auction/market

algorithms, this assumption leads to two difficulties for many multi-robot planning

problems.

The first is to compute the probability distribution of the price of each resource

at every time step: the optimal price for a resource at time t depends on how much

each robot produces or consumes between now and time t, and what each robot’s

state is at time t. The resource usage and state depend on the robots’ plans between

now and time t, which in turn depends on the price. In our path planning example if

one robot buys/consumes a grid cell which is important to another robot’s path plan,

then the second robot’s utility function must somehow model the actions of the first

robot.

Worse yet, future resource usage depends on random events which can’t be pre-

dicted exactly. Assuming independent utility calculations for resources means that

auction algorithms cannot model certain forms of future interaction between agents

very well. Creating utility functions to model future interactions is very difficult and

is generally avoided in the market literature.

In the example of figure 3.1, let us examine the case where robot R1 might buy

positions S1, S2, S3 and keep them for all time. Unfortunately, R2 would never be

able to reach its goal as it would never be able to use those grid cells. Thus, we

may need to reason about owning a particular resource at a given time step which

is equivalent to having one resource per grid cell per time step. It may be difficult

to resolve conflicts if two robots wish to own the same resource at the same time.

Resolving this conflict may lead to other conflicts. How does one resolve these conflicts

while still obtaining an optimal joint plan for both robots such that the total cost

to the team is minimized? This example shows some of the difficulties inherent in
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reasoning about future resource usage.

The second problem comes about when sub-goals truly are dependent upon each

other which violates a main assumption of many auction and market algorithms

(Gerkey and Mataric (2004)).

Ideally, we require some representation which is not exponential in size as the

number of agents increases, and yet can represent future resource usage and easily

handle dependent sub-goals. We hope to convince the reader that the mixed integer

programming model of multi-agent coordination problems meets these objectives.

3.3.2 The mixed integer programming representation

Our models are designed for multi-robot problems that can be decomposed into sep-

arate single-robot MDPs which interact through the production or consumption of

fictitious resources. These resources may be physical goods such as fuel; or they may

be logical resources such as the right to pass over a bridge at a particular time, the

right to explore an area of the environment, or the right to collect reward for achiev-

ing a particular subgoal. Time may be part of the individual robot states, in which

case a resource could be the right to consume a unit of fuel at a particular time (a

futures contract). In the example in figure (3.1), the resources were the right to use

a particular grid cell at a particular time.

More formally, we will phrase each individual robot’s MDP as the dual linear

program described in chapter 2. Each robot (indexed with i) has a vector of state-

action visitation frequencies fi which must satisfy its own local dynamics Aifi = bi.

These dynamics ignore any other agents in the environment. Each robot will also

have a cost ci for each state-action visitation frequency fi. This cost ignores any

interaction with other robots. Summarizing the above, if each robot ignores other

robots then they solve the mixed integer program (3.1).
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This mixed integer program typically will represent a single agent Markov decision

process, and is thus capable of handling uncertainty in action as well as uncertainty in

state. Sometimes, we may wish to force some of the state action visitation frequencies

to take on integer values. For example, to represent a deterministic policy in a

domain where time is included in the state we require that every state action visitation

frequency fij be either 0 or 1. We represent these integer constraints more generally

by stating that for some j it may be that fij ∈ integer.

min
fi

fici

Aifi = bi

fi ≥ 0

For some i,j: fij ∈ integer

(3.1)

In a multi-agent MDP where agents must coordinate, the robots are not indepen-

dent and the model in the mixed integer program (3.1) is insufficient. The robots

must interact through the consumption and production of resources. We define the

production or consumption of resources by robot i by a matrix Di. Element (j, k) of

Di is the amount of resource j which is produced or consumed by robot i in state-

action pair fik. (So, Difi is the vector of expected resource usages for robot i. The

sign is arbitrary, so we will assume positive numbers correspond to consumption.)

Given a description of how much of resource j each possible state action pair

fik of every robot generates or consumes, we can now write constraints on how these

resources may be generated or consumed. Specifically, we will write linear constraints

on resource production and consumption.

Using linear constraints we can write constraints of the form: f1(s0, a1)+f2(s3, a4) ≤
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1. Here, we have indexed the state action visitation frequency pair, fik with the corre-

sponding state and action fi(sj, ak), where i represent the robot identifier, j represents

an integer state index, and k represents an integer index for the actions available to

that robot in that state. Thus, the number of times robot one executes action a1 in

state s0 plus the number of times robot two executes action a4 in state s3 must be

less than or equal to one. In a similar manner we can write any linear constraint

between state action visitation frequencies of any robot. We will call these kinds of

constraints resource constraints. We can summarize all of these resource constraints

with one matrix equation shown in (3.2). We will also call these resource constraints

the inter-robot constraints as they directly constrain the actions of the robots with

respect to one another.

∑

i

Difi = e (3.2)

The representation of (3.2) uses matrix multiplication to represent all of the linear

inter-robot constraints in one matrix equation.

A mixed integer program to represent loosely coupled multi-agent MDP coor-

dination problems

If we combine the inter-robot constraints of (3.2) with the individual robot dynamics

and individual robot objectives of (3.1), we have the following full mixed integer

program representation of the multi-agent MDP:
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min
f i

∑

i

f ici

∀i : Aifi = bi

(∗)
∑

i

Difi = e

∀i : fi ≥ 0

For some i,j: fij ∈ integer

(3.3)

This mixed integer program is exactly the representation that we use to represent

any multi-agent coordination problem. To obtain this mixed integer program we

examine the original multi-agent problem. At first we model the state spaces of

the individual robots (Aifi = bi). We then note constraints between the robots as

linear functions of the individual robot state action visitation frequencies. These

inter-robot constraints are modeled by the constraints labeled (*) in the MIP (3.3).

Lastly, we must decide which variables must be forced to be integer values using

integer constraints. We then have a loosely coupled multi-agent MDP represented

as the mixed integer program in (3.3). We use the term loosely coupled because the

coordination linear program (3.3) has a number of constraints linear in the number

of robots.

If we use the MIP model shown in (3.3), then in order to model any multi-agent

coordination problem it suffices to define the following variables: ci, Ai, bi, Di, e and

any integer constraints on the fij. To illustrate how one goes about defining these

variables we present the following example.
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3.3.3 A full example of a multi-robot path planner

We use the example of the multi-robot path planner throughout this chapter to explain

some of the aspects of modeling loosely coupled MDPs. We will now give the full

formulation of a simple multi-robot path planner for the very small domain shown in

figure (3.1) and repeated here in figure (3.2).

R2
Goal2

R1

S4

Goal1

S2 S3S1

Figure 3.2: A small path planning problem.

We will define the state and action spaces for each robot individually and then

determine the resources shared by the robots and how they constrain the state action

visitation frequencies. To begin with, we will not include time in the state but describe

this addition at the end of the example.

The state space for each robot is simply the positions: si ∈ {S1, S2, S3, S4}. The

action space is the four cardinal directions, north, east, south, west, and do nothing

(wait in a given state). We order the states starting in S1 and order the actions

starting with north and going clockwise. If we reason about every action in every

state, we have 20 state action visitation frequencies per robot. We abbreviate the

direction of the action with the first letter of the direction (so “north” becomes ’n’
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etc. ) and the “do nothing” action with ’d’. Ignoring time in the state for now,

we have the following full state action visitation frequency vector fi for each robot

i ∈ {1, 2}:

f ′i = [fi(S1, n), fi(S1, e), fi(S1, s), fi(S1, w), fi(S1, d),

fi(S2, n), fi(S2, e), fi(S2, s), fi(S2, w), fi(S2, d),

fi(S3, n), fi(S3, e), fi(S3, s), fi(S3, w), fi(S3, d),

fi(S4, n), fi(S4, e), fi(S4, s), fi(S4, w), fi(S4, d)]

The individual robot dynamics (Ai and bi) simply consist of moving the robot to

the correct new position for a given motion direction and current position. Attempting

to move off the boundary leaves the robot in the same position. There is one flow

constraint per state leading to four flow constraints (one for each position). Each

flow constraint requires one row in the Ai matrix, an action leading out of a state is

represented with a +1 and an action entering a state results in a −1. If an action both

exits and enters the same state, then it is represented with a 0 in the matrix. Each

column in the Ai matrix represents a state action visitation frequency. Specifically, we

could label the columns fi(S1, n), fi(S1, e), . . . , fi(S4, d) corresponding to the order

in the fi vector. This leads to an Ai matrix of the following for each robot:
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Ai =
















0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 −1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

















Using the knowledge that the start state for robot 1 is S1 and the start state for

S2 is S3 we have the bi vectors:

b′
1 =[1, 0, 0, 0]

b′
2 =[0, 0, 0, 1]

Valid motions have a cost of one. We allow the robots to attempt to move outside

the boundary of the world but penalize them with a cost of 100. In general, solution

time is faster if less constraints are used and changes are made to the cost function,

and that is the practice we have followed here. If the robot is waiting in or moving

to the goal state, the cost is zero. This leads to the following cost vectors ci for

each robot i, where each value indexed by k is the cost for a particular state action

visitation frequency fi for that robot.
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c′1 =[100, 1, 100, 100, 1, 0, 1, 100, 1, 1

100, 100, 100, 1, 0, 100, 100, 1, 100, 1]

c′2 =[100, 1, 100, 100, 0, 1, 1, 100, 0, 1

100, 100, 100, 1, 1, 100, 100, 1, 100, 1]

Now we require the inter-robot or resource constraints (Di and e). We need to

ensure that the two robots are never in the same cell, and that they do not attempt to

pass through each other on the boundaries between cells. Thus the resource constraint

states that only one robot has the right the use the resource (a grid cell) at a time).

To stop the robots from ending up in the same cell we ensure that the sum of any

actions leading into a given cell is less than or equal to one. For example for position

S1:

f1(S1, n) + f1(S1, s) + f1(S1, w) + f1(S1, d) + f1(S2, w)+

f2(S1, n) + f2(S1, s) + f2(S1, w) + f2(S1, d) + f2(S2, w) ≤ 1

This is repeated for each position leading to four constraints. To stop the robots

from crossing over each other we require two constraints for each boundary leading

to six cross-over constraints. For the boundary between S1 and S2 we have:

f1(S1, e) + f2(S2, w) ≤ 1

f1(S2, w) + f2(S1, e) ≤ 1

Combining all of the above inter robot constraints we obtain the Di matrices and
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the e vector.

We now would like to represent a deterministic policy for each robot. That is,

each robot must choose any action with 100% probability. This can be enforced by

making every state action visitation frequency be either 0 or 1 which are the integer

constraints on the fik variables. The reason we would like a deterministic policy will

be made clear in section 3.4.3.

Unfortunately, for this problem, it is necessary to include time in the state since

the robots must be able to share the grid cell S2 at different time steps (one robot

cannot own that resource for all time). This means that both state action visitation

frequencies and constraints must be replicated for every time step. Instead of having a

state action variable for position S1 and action n: f(S1, n), we now have a state action

variable for each time step t1, t2, . . . , tk. The state action variable f(S1, n) becomes:

f(S1, t1, n), f(S1, t2, n),. . ., f(S1, tk, n). Similarly we must replicate all state action

variables, and rewrite the constraints to include time. f1(S1, e)+f2(S2, w) ≤ 1 would

become: ∀i f1(S1, ti, e) + f2(S2, ti, w) ≤ 1.

If we have T time steps, then we have 20×T state action visitation frequencies per

robot. Similarly we have (4 + 6 + 4)× T constraints. If we use T = 6 then we arrive

at a linear program with 240 state action visitation frequencies and 84 constraints.

Now that we have a fully described integer program model of this multi-agent

coordination problem, we require one or more methods to solve the mixed integer

program.

3.3.4 Solving the multi-agent mixed integer program: The centralized

algorithm

There are several solution methods for mixed integer programs of the form shown in

(3.3). Choosing any of these methods leads us to a centralized algorithm for multi-
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Centralized algorithm for solving multi-agent planning problems

• Determine the resources which must be shared (produced or consumed) by
the robots.

• Approximate the true resource constraints using linear constraints of the
form in (3.2).

• Write the individual agent MDPs as dual linear programs such as (3.1).

• Combine the resource constraints and single agent problems into the larger
integer program shown in (3.3).

• Solve this integer program with any off-the-shelf integer program solver.

Figure 3.3: The centralized algorithm for solving loosely coupled MDPs as a mixed integer
program

agent coordination. The core of the algorithm is phrasing the problem as the mixed

integer program of (3.3) and then solving it with any mixed integer program solver.

This centralized approach leads to our first multi-agent coordination method shown

in figure 3.3:

Solving the integer program (3.3) as part of the algorithm in figure 3.3 yields a

set of state-action visitation frequencies (fi) for each robot i. Typically, we use the

branch and bound method to solve the MIP for reasons which will be made clear

when we describe how Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition is used to speed the solution of

the mixed integer program.

Using these frequencies, we can obtain the value function for each robot. This can

be used to obtain a joint policy for the robots in the original multi-agent coordination

problem.

If our model exactly describes the original multi-agent planning problem, these

frequencies induce an optimal value function over the joint state of the multi-agent

MDP. Solving the loosely coupled MDP represented by the integer program (3.3) thus

tells us the value of being in any given joint state. If the linear program is an exact
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representation of the multi-agent MDP, then we are guaranteed to have the optimal

value function as the dual violation defined in chapter 2 will be zero for every state.

If our model does not exactly describe the original problem, then the quality of

the value function obtained will depend on how closely we approximated the original

problem. We discuss this further in section 3.4.4.

In summary, this method solves an approximation of a multi-agent coordination

problem. We approximate the original problem by writing a model of the problem

defined by the MIP (3.3). The solution of the MIP yields a joint policy for each

of the robots. The quality of the joint policy depends on how accurately our linear

constraints on resources (the constraints labeled (∗) in (3.3)) model the inter-robot

constraints in the original multi-agent MDP we are attempting to solve. Understand-

ing the quality of our loosely coupled MDP model requires examining the capabilities

of modeling a general multi-agent MDP with a mixed integer program. We examine

the modeling capabilities by examining the kinds of problems that cannot be well

modeled as well as the kinds of problems that may be solve.

3.3.5 The capabilities of the multi-agent MIP model

Let us examine the implications of phrasing a multi-agent MDP as the mixed integer

program in (3.3) and what kinds of multi-agent MDPs we may accurately model

with a MIP. Our model has two main assumptions which affect the quality of our

approximation to the original problem: First, we only allow a linear sum of the agent

costs to be represented in the objective function (
∑

i f ici). Secondly, we only allow

linear constraints on the state action visitation frequencies between robots. There

are both advantages and limitations of this approach if we wish to represent a general

multi-agent MDP.

These two assumptions along with the selection of integer programming as our
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modeling method lead to some important limitations and advantages of this approach.

We describe them in detail below.

Limitations of the mixed integer program model

Computation Time: First and foremost, the computation time of using integer

programs can be expensive. There are no known polynomial time algorithms

for general integer programs. This said, extremely large (millions of constraints

and variables) integer programs are solved regularly by the operations research

community, and thus integer programming should not be abandoned outright.

A simpler modeling language (based on an LP) and a distributed solution al-

gorithm for both the MIP and the LP models described in this chapter can

mitigate these computation costs.

Representing non-linear interactions: It is possible that the robots in the origi-

nal problem interact in non-linear ways. If this is the case, then these non-linear

interactions would need to be approximated with linear constraints in the MIP

in (3.3).

For some non-linear functions, this can be done efficiently. Reasonable approxi-

mations to many quadratic functions and in general many convex functions can

be made with relatively few linear constraints. Other non-linear functions may

be very difficult to model with linear constraints.

An example of non-linear interactions between robots might be the XOR or the

multiplication of two variables. The XOR of two variables and the conjunction

of two variables require a multiplication which is non-linear but may also be

represented with linear constraints. However, it may require many linear con-

straints for a reasonable approximation. This will cause the size of the MIP to
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grow and we may not be able to solve it in a reasonable amount of time.

Non-linear reward functions: Quadratic reward functions may be solved using

quadratic programming which is a polynomial time method. Other non-linear

reward functions would need to be approximated.

Tightly coupled coordination: In our path planning example, we need only rep-

resent a number of interaction constraints which is linear in the size of the grid

world. If the robots truly need to interact in every joint state and every joint

action, then the number of linear constraints required to represent these inter-

actions would be exponential. This tight coordination would force us to use

the standard multi-agent MDP representation as discussed in section 3.2. The

exponential growth in joint state and action space could not be avoided by our

MIP model.

Stochastic policies: If there is an optimal joint policy which uses deterministic poli-

cies for all agents, then the representation of (3.3) is sufficient. Unfortunately,

some problems have only stochastic policies which are optimal, and coordination

becomes more difficult. This is described in more detail in section 3.4.3.

In summary, the main disadvantage of this approach is that integer programming

can be quite slow. The main advantage is that integer programming is a very flexible

modeling language and we can exactly model a very large class of multi-agent tasks

and guarantee an optimal solution to the original multi-agent coordination problem.

We address the issue of speeding up the solution of integer programs in section 3.4 with

a simpler modeling language and in section 3.6 with a distributed solution algorithm

to greatly increase the speed of the solution. Given that we will address these main

disadvantages, let us now look at what we can already easily model.
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Strengths of the mixed integer program model

Reduced problem size: The main strength of the MIP model is that we have re-

duced the size of the problem from being exponential in the number of agents to

being linear in the number of agents. This is significant, as it now allows us to

solve problems with many agents that could not have been solved with previous

MDP solution techniques.

Accurate modeling of linear interactions: If the agents truly interact in linear

ways, then we have an accurate representation of the problem which is exponen-

tially smaller than representing the true joint problem. An exact representation

means that we can solve the MIP model of the problem to obtain an optimal

joint plan for all robots.

An efficient solution: Because we have exponentially reduced the size of the origi-

nal problem, we can now solve the multi-agent coordination problem efficiently

using the algorithms described in this chapter.

Modeling global resource constraints: Using linear constraints, we can also cre-

ate global resource constraints. We can set limits on global resource production

or consumptions which cannot be exceeded by the robot team as a whole. This

is useful for representing limited fuel for a team of path planning robots, or

limited cash reserves for a business with multiple agents. Many multi-agent

problems involving coordination require global resource constraints which are

not handled by other multi-agent planning methods.

Representational capabilities of integer programs: Though we have not de-

picted many of these capabilities in the program presented in (3.3), there are

several important capabilities that are available to us when modeling a prob-
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lem with integer programming. We can represent binary choices, dependent

decisions, disjunctive constraints, relations between variables, and restricting a

variable to a set of constants. These capabilities are detailed in chapter 2.

Representing deterministic policies: The representation of deterministic policies

requires the use of integer constraints. We can represent both stochastic and

deterministic policies with the MIP shown in (3.3).

Specifically, we could include time in the state and force every state action

visitation frequency fij to be zero or one using the program in (3.3), then we

achieve deterministic policies which avoids issues with coordinating stochastic

policies described in section 3.4.3.

In general, the closer our mixed integer program model represents the original

problem, the more useful the policies generated by our method will be. Using this

model we can represent most useful multi-robot coordination tasks exactly. Our mixed

integer program provides a very flexible modeling language, and thus can model most

multi-agent coordination problems closely, if not exactly.

Unfortunately, the cost we exchange for our flexible mixed integer program model

is the length of time it takes to find a solution. Addressing this lack of speed leads

us to our next multi-agent planning model.

3.4 Modeling a multi-agent MDP with a linear program

To see how we might make a model of a multi-agent problem which is faster to solve,

we look now at the branch and bound algorithm. Observing the way that branch

and bound goes about solving a MIP, we see that it forms relaxations of the MIP by

removing all integer constraints and solving a linear program where certain variables
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are forced to be constants. Linear programs (unlike MIPs) can be solved in polynomial

time and so this sub-step of branch and bound is fast.

Observing this functionality of branch and bound leads one to ask: “What happens

if we only solve the first node of the branch and bound tree?”. Solving this first node

corresponds to solving a single linear program in which there are no integer constraints

and no variables are forced to be constants. If we only solve this one node and use

the state action visitation frequencies that result, will we have a useful joint policy

for the robots?

The short answer is yes. Intuitively, this relaxation is still a very close approxima-

tion of the original MIP. We still model the inter-robot constraints and the individual

robot MDPs, but we do not allow integer constraints. The longer answer is that

certain problems may arise.

To examine these problems let us examine this new model more formally. Solving

the first node of the branch and bound tree for the mixed integer program model of

(3.3) leads to the simplified model for multi-agent MDPs shown in (3.4). The only

difference from (3.3) is that we do not allow integer constraints.

min
fi

∑

i

fici

∀i : Aifi = bi

(∗)
∑

i

Difi = e

∀i : fi ≥ 0

(3.4)

There are some clear advantages and disadvantages to this new model. We now

describe some of the high-level limitations and advantages of this model which are
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different from those listed for the MIP.

3.4.1 Limitations of the multi-agent LP in (3.3):

Integer constraints: As discussed in chapter 2, some kinds of relationships are best

modeled as integer constraints. Given that this representation only contains real-

valued variables and constants, integer constraints may only be approximated

with a combination linear constraints.

Meeting resource constraints in expectation: By representing the state action

frequencies as continuous real variables, we have made an implicit assumption.

We are assuming that it is acceptable to meet the linear constraints on state-

action visitation frequencies in expectation over the entire execution time of the

MDP. This limitation has some important implications and is explained further

in section 3.4.3.

Stochastic policies: It is possible that the linear program may generate valid stochas-

tic policies which meet all coordination constraints in LP (3.4), but that the

generated policies do not behave as expected. This is described in more detail

in section 3.4.3.

3.4.2 Advantages of using the multi-agent LP:

The main advantage to using the LP model over our MIP model is that we can solve

any linear program in polynomial time. Fortunately, we also know from chapter 2

that any MDP can be phrased as a linear program and thus a linear program still

allows us to model a general multi-agent MDP which a powerful representation.

If the linear program (3.4) accurately represents our original multi-agent coordi-

nation problem, then this is a good representation which can be solved with linear
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programming techniques.

We encountered some subtle problems while coordinating multi-agent tasks using

the LP model. We now describe the two most prominent problems in detail.

3.4.3 An example of problems with meeting constraints in expectation

We now solve the simple problem of figure (3.2) using our LP model. We discover

that the linear program comes up with an interesting but flawed solution. We include

time in the state, and so by using an LP we are meeting inter-robot constraints in

expectation on every time step. In particular, we are saying that “in expectation” no

two robots will be in the same cell on the same time step. Using our example we can

show how this can lead to invalid joint policies for the robot team.

We use the notation fi([position, time], action) as the state action visitation fre-

quencies when time is included in the state.

Solving the LP yielded the following policy for robot R1:

f1([S1, 1], e) = 0.5, f1([S1, 1], d) = 0.5

f1([S1, 2], e) = 0.5, f1([S2, 2], e) = 0.5

f1([S3, 3], d) = 0.5, f1([S2, 3], e) = 0.5

f1([S3, 4], d) = 1.0

f1([S3, 5], d) = 1.0

f1([S3, 6], d) = 1.0
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Similarly for robot R2 it generated:

f2([S3, 1], w) = 0.5, f2([S3, 1], d) = 0.5

f2([S3, 2], w) = 0.5, f2([S2, 2], w) = 0.5

f2([S1, 3], d) = 0.5, f2([S2, 3], w) = 0.5

f2([S1, 4], d) = 1.0

f2([S1, 5], d) = 1.0

f2([S1, 6], d) = 1.0

All state action visitation frequencies not listed above were zero. Having f1([S1, 1], e) =

0.5, f1([S1, 1], d) = 0.5, is equivalent to saying that robot 1 will roll a die before be-

ginning to move. Fifty percent of the time, it will wait in the grid cell S1 and the

other fifty percent of the time, it will move east.

We see above that no robot ever moves north or south, which would be necessary

if they were to wait in the alcove. The robots did not generate the required plan of

having one of the robots move into grid cell S4 (the alcove) to wait while the second

robot passed by. In fact they move straight over each other as they head toward their

goals. The robots each generated a stochastic policy which allowed them to meet the

constraints. The stochastic policy is valid for each robot, but the joint policy for the

robots would be invalid.

We note that these policies meet the MDP individual constraints Aifi = bi de-

scribed in section 3.3.3. They are valid stochastic policies for the individual robots.

Furthermore, these policies also meet the inter-robot constraints that we have set for

the robots. For example:

f1([S1, 1], e) + f2([S3, 1], w) ≤ 1.0
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The linear program solver has not erred, in fact it has done exactly what we

requested by our use of the linear constraints. If we examine the cost of the above

policy, we see that the total cost is 5.0. The cost of the policy we desired (waiting

in the alcove as the other robot passes by) is 7.0. Our LP has thus found a lower

cost policy that met the constraints we requested. To do so, it met our inter-robot

constraints in expectation. That is it used the capability of each robot to choose to

move with fifty percent probability.

If we look at how this affects the policies above, we see that this allows the robots

to fuzz out while passing each other. Half of robot 1 passes straight across, and the

other half of robot 1 waits one time step and then goes straight across. If robot 2 has

a similar strategy, then the robots can fuzz out to meet the constraint that only one

robot (where each half of each robot adds to one) is in a given cell at a given time

step.

A way to fix this problem is to request a deterministic policy, thus disallowing

the robots from choosing to take an action with fifty percent probability. This can

only be done by using integer constraints and the MIP model. With time included

in the state, this corresponds to having each fi(s, a) be zero or one for every state

action visitation frequency. Having a deterministic policy for each robot ensures that

constraints will be met exactly on each time step. In the path planning example, we

could then guarantee collision free paths for a deterministic domain.

The lesson is that we need to be careful when phrasing our coordination con-

straints. We must be aware of the fact that a stochastic policy might meet the linear

constraints we set in expectation while not achieving the intended coordination.

In practice, we have found that this problem of generating stochastic policies

to sidestep linear constraints met in expectation is relatively rare. We have seen

this problem arise in our multi-robot path planner when robots must wait extended
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periods of time for other robots to pass.

This is one possible problem with the LP model. We now examine a problem

which applies to both the MIP model as well as the LP model.

The implications of modeling time in the state

Goal2

R1 R2

Goal1

Figure 3.4: A multi-robot path planning problem with a bridge. If one robot owns the right
to use the bridge for all time, then the second robot cannot achieve its goal

There are many problems where the approximation of using one resource for all

time steps is insufficient. Multi-robot path planning is one such example. In the

bridge example of figure 3.4, we cannot generate an optimal plan unless the robots

can each own the bridge resource at a different point in time. Thus, we must add

time to the state space. This does not affect the form of the LP (3.4), but increases

the state space size and the number of resource constraints.

This has considerable implications. If we have a state space size of |S| before

adding time then we have a state space size of |S| × Tmax after adding time to the

state. Tmax represents the maximum amount of time required to real a goal state or,

more generally, to represent a full policy for the problem. This may make the number
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of constraints in the full multi agent LP (3.4) become quite cumbersome and slow the

solution of the linear program.

The solution to this problem is to resort to constraint generation as we have

discussed in chapter 2. We solve the linear program without the constraints, and

after examining the solution, we add in the constraints which were broken and re-

solve. This is iterated until we have arrived at the optimal solution to the linear

program with only the necessary constraints ever being represented.

The main advantage of including time in the state is that constraints will now be

met in expectation on every time step as opposed to over all time. This will be a

more accurate model of the original problem than meeting constraints in expectation

over all time. This implies a more accurate model of the original problem and thus a

more accurate joint value function for the team.

We have described the addition of time to the state to generate a more accurate

model of the original problem. One question is, “What can one do with a joint

policy generated from a fairly accurate (but not exact) model?” The joint policy

may not be executable in the real world such as the example from section 3.4.3. The

answer is that we can add an extra phase of processing to policies generated from an

approximate model which guarantees that the output policies for each robot will be

executable in the real world. We call this extra phase, action selection.

3.4.4 Action selection for overcoming modeling inaccuracies

Though a given model may not exactly represent the original multi-agent MDP, all

is not lost. If our model is “close” to representing the original problem, then the

solution to (3.3) or (3.4) will yield a value function which can likely be used to

generate a very reasonable policy for the robot team (although there would be no

optimality guarantee).
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Because the value functions incorporate information about future actions and

random events, the robots only need to look ahead a short time to choose good

actions. The robots can run a simple auction to determine their best joint action at

each step in the execution of the multi-agent MDP: each individual robot estimates

its future cost for each action by a single-step backup from its value function. The

difference between these future costs then tells the robot how much it is willing to

bid for the right to execute each action. The optimal joint action is then the feasible

action with the highest sum of bids.

Let us assume that we model some multi-agent coordination MDP using the mixed

integer program of (3.3). If the linear loosely coupled representation is a close ap-

proximation to the original problem, then the value function obtained by solving the

MIP (3.3) will be close to the true value function. Action selection methods which

use the approximate value function will likely lead to good policies for the original

problem.

We now present an alternative explanation of our MIP/LP models which gives

some intuition as to how the MIP/LP modeling method works.

3.4.5 An alternate intuition for the linear programming representation

The linear programming representation of a loosely coupled MDP of (3.4) is in many

ways related to an undirected dynamic Bayes network: each node of the network cor-

responds to the state and action of a single MDP, and a resource constraint involving

a subset of the MDPs plays the role of a clique potential on the corresponding nodes.

In this way, it is similar to the representation of (Guestrin and Gordon (2002)); but,

we do not assume any particular form for the Di matrices, while (Guestrin and Gor-

don (2002)) effectively assumes that they are indicator functions of particular state

or action variables.
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In the same (trivial) sense as Bayes nets, our representation is completely general:

by collapsing all robots into a single giant agent we can represent an arbitrary MDP.

More importantly, in the more-typical case that some pieces of our model can be writ-

ten as resource constraints, we can achieve an exponential savings in representation

size compared to the monolithic planning problem.

3.5 Examples of modeling loosely coupled MDPs

While alternative explanations are useful for providing intuition to the MIP/LP mod-

eling of multi-agent problems, we feel that examples are typically the best way to

become familiar with a new method. To this end, we now provide two more examples

of modeling multi-agent coordination problems. We describe models for a multi-robot

repair problem and a multi-robot patrol problem.

3.5.1 Towing repairable robots

R1

R2

R3

G

Re

Figure 3.5: A simple example (left panel): the objective is to have all robots (R1,R2,R3)
reach the goal (G) where they receive a reward. Any action may result in a robot becoming
disabled, in which case it must be towed to the repair area (Re) to continue with the task.
The grid shown here is significantly smaller than of the real world maps which can be solved
using Dantzig-Wolfe coordination described in section 3.6 (right panel).

Figure (3.5) shows a simulator which contains 3 robots. Each robot receives a

large reward upon reaching the goal but incurs a small cost for each step it takes.

Robots can break whenever they take a step, but a functioning robot may tow a
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failed robot to the repair area and the repaired robot may then proceed to the goal.

Each robot has the action set A = { 8-connected move, pickup for towing, request

tow}. The state of each robot is its x position, its y position and its status {towing,

going to goal, being towed, doing nothing}. If the grid is 300 by 300, then the state

space size is |S| = 300 × 300 × 4 = 360000. The action space size is |A| = 10. The

joint state space of all three robots is |Sjoint| = |S|3 and the joint action space is

|A| = 103. Clearly, this problem size is such that ordinary MDP solution methods

will be insufficient to determine the optimal value function.

However, this problem lends itself to resource-based decomposition because the

robots only interact through towing. Specifically, we design our Di matrices to rep-

resent the constraint that the expected number of times a robot executes a pickup

action f(s, apickup) at a position should be equal to the expected number of times

some other robot executes a request-tow action f(s, arequesttow). For each grid cell or

position pk and indexing robots with i we have:

∀k
∑

i

fi(pk, apickup)− fi(pk, arequesttow) = 0

Using constraints of this form for each cell, we have decoupled the problem result-

ing in a weakly coupled MDP with robot interactions that can be modeled by linear

constraints and solved as the linear program in (3.4).

3.5.2 A surveillance problem

We can also phrase the surveillance problem depicted in figure (3.6) as a loosely

coupled MDP modeled as a linear program. The state of each robot is its position

which could be one of seven patrol point locations as well as the starting points for

each robot. For this example the size of the state space for each robot would be
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Figure 3.6: A surveillance problem in which the two robots must investigate each of the
observation points labeled with black circles to complete the task.
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|S| = 9. Actions would consist of going to a given point by traveling to that point.

The action space size for each robot would then be |A| = 9. Thus, the state action

visitation frequencies for each robot i would be fi(s, a) : s ∈ S, a ∈ A. This leads to

each vector fi being of size 9× 9 = 81. The costs for each action are simply the travel

distances of moving to each point. All observation points must be observed by one

of the robots at least once to complete the task.

The robots only interact through the observation points. This implies the creation

of a resource for each observation point and ensuring that at least one robot visits

each point. For each point k we create the constraint:

∑

i

fi(sj, ak) ≥ 1

If each robot minimizes their travel cost while achieving the constraint above, we

will have a model for this problem which can be solved using the linear program model

(3.4). One could also model different amount of importance for each observation point

by giving a different reward for observing each patrol point.

3.6 Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition

We have now examined two modeling languages for multi-agent coordination prob-

lems. The first model uses a mixed integer program, and the second uses a linear

program. The advantages and limitation of each model were presented along with

examples to better understand the models. We will now describe how the MIP and

LP programs can be solved very efficiently using Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. We

will begin by describing how we can solve the LP in (3.4) efficiently, and then describe

the extension to solving the MIP in (3.3).
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One possible planning algorithm for solving the LP in (3.4) is to pass the LP to an

off-the-shelf linear-program solver. This is the same approach we used for our mixed

integer program model as shown by the algorithm in figure (3.3). This planning

algorithm can be fairly efficient, but it is completely centralized: each agent must

communicate its entire dynamics to a central location and wait to receive its value

function in return.

Instead of using this centralized algorithm, we want to produce the same outcome

using a decentralized planner which distributes as much computation as possible to

the individual agents. To do so, we will apply Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition described

in (Dantzig, 1963, chapter 24), (Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis (1997)) and in chapter 2.

This decomposition splits our original LP (3.3) into a master LP shown in (3.5) and

one slave LP shown in (3.6) for each robot i. It then solves each slave program

repeatedly, generating a new value for each vector fi each time.

These fi vectors generated by the slave LP are the corners of the polytope Pi

described in chapter 2. The master program finds a convex combination of these

corners by inserting them into the master LP and solving it. Solving the master LP

modifies prices on shared resources at which point the master program asks for a new

state action visitation frequency vector fi from each slave. It repeats this process

until it has met all the inter-robot constraints while achieving minimal cost for the

team as a whole.

More formally, the master and slave LPs are shown in (3.5) and (3.6).
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min
λi

∑

i

cT
i Fiλi

(∗)
∑

i

Di (Fiλi) = e

∀i : λi ≥ 0

∀i :
∑

j

λij = 1

(3.5)

min
fi

(cT
i − pTDi)fi

Aifi = bi

fi ≥ 0

(3.6)

The master LP is the same as the original LP shown in (3.4) except that fi has

been replaced by Fiλi and individual robot dynamics and cost functions have been

moved to the slave LP. Each column of Fi is one of the solutions (corners of the

polytope) fi which we have computed for the ith slave LP. (For efficiency, instead

of storing Fi we keep Gi = DiFi and Φi = cT
i Fi. This speeds up communication.)

Solving the master LP means finding a convex combination λi of the known solutions

for each slave LP.

The slave LP of (3.6) is the same as a single-robot planning problem (3.1) except

that its costs have been altered by subtracting pTDi. The vector p are the dual

variables for the constraints (∗) from the last time we solved the master LP. The

entire Dantzig-Wolfe algorithm is shown in figure 3.7.

The Dantzig-Wolfe solution will always be identical to the solution obtained by

solving the LP in (3.4) using a centralized method. The Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition

algorithm is guaranteed to terminate in a finite number of steps with the correct

solution to our original LP and therefore with the correct local value functions for

each slave/robot. Though there is no proof on the number of iterations required

for the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition to converge, our experiments show that the

number of iterations is typically quite small. We thus compare it to the simplex
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p← 0 Gi = [ ] Φi = [ ]
repeat

done ← true
for i← 1 . . . n

send prices p to robot i
f ← frequencies from planning for robot i with costs ci −DT

i p

send expected usage g = Dif and cost φ = ci · f to master
if g is not already in Gi

Gi ← [Gi, g] Φi ← [Φi, φ] done ← false
end if

end for

p← new dual variables from solving (3.5) with current Gi and Φi

until done

Figure 3.7: The Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition applied to the full linear program of (3.3).

algorithm: though it is possible to generate an example for which the algorithm

may take an exponential number of iterations to converge, in practical problems it

converges quickly. The computational efficiency of Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition was

discussed in chapter 2.

Note that each slave LP is the same as the corresponding individual robot’s MDP

except that it has different state-action costs (modified by the price vector p). This is

a very important feature of the algorithm. If each robot sub-problem is only modified

to have different costs then each robot can run a standard MDP planner (which is

often much faster than a general LP solver) to produce their plans.

Another significant advantage of this decomposition is that robots communication

requirements to the master program are minimal. Instead of sending whole MDPs and

value functions back and forth, the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition only needs to send

resource prices p from the master to the slave and expected usages of resources (values

from the vector Gi = Difi which appear in the coordination constraint) from the slave

programs back to the master. The total amount of communication is minimal.
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The master program can be located on a separate agent, or on an arbitrary robot.

If we desire the procedure to be more robust, we can have two master programs each

receive the same information and ensure they arrive at the same answer.

We have shown how the Dantzig-Wolfe algorithm can solve a linear program model

of a multi-agent coordination problem in a distributed manner. We will now show

how the Dantzig-Wolfe algorithm can greatly speed up the solution of a mixed integer

program model.

Solving a mixed integer program using Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition

To solve the mixed integer program of (3.3) we will combine the Dantzig-Wolfe de-

composition with the branch and bound solution method for mixed integer programs.

At every node of the branch and bound tree, we will solve a linear program. Some

of the state-action visitation frequency variables may be forced to be constants, but

in essence, every node of the branch and bound search tree requires the solution of

a linear program which looks almost identical to (3.4) with the only difference being

that some variables are forced to be constants with extra linear constraints.

What this means is that we can use Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition for every node of

the branch and bound tree. To further save computation, the sub-plans (sets of state

action visitation frequencies fi generated by the slaves) can be re-used in most every

node solved during branch and bound. This leads to our decentralized algorithm for

solving a multi-agent MDP shown in figure 3.8.

Though we have named this a decentralized algorithm, it is important to note that

while all of the computation is decentralized, the master program does constitute a

centralized component of the algorithm. It must remember all of the sub-plans passed

to it by the individual agents. It is by keeping this small centralized portion that it

can guarantee an optimal solution to the LP in (3.4).
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Decentralized algorithm for solving a multi-agent MDP

• Determine the resources which must be shared (produced or consumed) by
the robots.

• Approximate the true resource constraints using linear constraints of the
form in (3.2).

• Write the individual agent MDPs as dual linear programs such as (3.1).

• Combine the resource constraints and single agent problems into the larger
integer program shown in (3.3).

• Solve this integer program with branch and bound. Every node of the branch
and bound tree is solved with Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition.

Figure 3.8: The decentralized algorithm for solving loosely coupled MDPs as a mixed integer
program

3.6.1 An economic interpretation of Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition

We have described how to use the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition to derive an efficient

distributed planning algorithm for loosely-coupled MDPs represented as the LP in

(3.4) and MIP in (3.3). In addition to being efficient and distributed, our algorithm

has an intuitive economic interpretation which leads to interesting links with existing

work on market architectures.

It is well known that the dual variables of a linear program have economic signifi-

cance (Rardin (1998); Chvatal (1983)). As we have discussed in chapter 2, associated

with each row of the constraint matrices Di in the master program (3.5) is a dual

variable; that is, there is one dual variable pj for each resource j. We can interpret

this dual variable as a price for resource j. To see why, notice that the slave program

charges robot i a cost of pj[Di]j,k each time it visits state-action pair k, and that

visiting state-action pair k consumes an amount [Di]j,k of resource j.

The Dantzig-Wolfe algorithm can be interpreted as a search for optimal resource

prices. The master agent repeatedly asks the robots what they would do if the prices
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were p, then tries to combine their answers to produce a good plan for all the robots

together. As it combines the single-robot plans, it notices whether it could achieve a

higher reward by increasing or decreasing the supply of each resource; if there is an

under-supply of a resource the master agent assigns it a high price, and if there is an

oversupply the master agent assigns it a low price.

We now describe the algorithm in terms of how it is applied specifically to the

multi-robot path planning example.

3.6.2 The decentralized algorithm applied to multi-robot path planning

Revisiting the multi-robot path planner in section 3.3.3, we now describe how the

decentralized method in figure (3.8) is applied to a general multi-robot path planning

problem. For our multi-robot path planner, we chose to only model the coordination

problem with our linear program model of (3.4).

We have already defined the matrices and vectors Ai,bi, Di, e, ci for a small ex-

ample in section 3.3.3. In general, we will use the same kinds of constraints for our

general multi-robot path planner. Specifically, we say that no more than one robot

may be in a 3x3 tile at any given time step. This allows the robots to have a width

corresponding to 30cm, and still not run into each other.

We need not use a linear program to solve the individual robot path planning

sub-problems described by the slave LP (3.6). In fact we can simply use an A* path

planner for each robot thus solving the robot sub-problems very efficiently. We can

use A* in this case because the subproblems for each robot are deterministic.

At a high-level, the master program will determine a set of prices on each grid cell

in the world for each time step. These prices are set when the master linear program

(3.5) is solved. The prices are the dual variables of the coordination constraints. The

master program observes the robots path plans sent to it in response to a particular
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set of prices. The master program also notes where robots are running into each

other. It modifies the prices until robots no longer run into each other but still have

low cost paths.

We also use constraint generation: at first we do not explicitly represent any coor-

dination constraints in the master program. Only when the slave programs generate

path plans with possible conflicts do we add the constraints to the master program.

In more detail the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition solves the multi-robot path plan-

ning problem as follows:

• Initialize the prices on the grid cells at every time step to be 0. p← 0

• Initialize the set of coordination constraints (the rows of Di and e) to be empty.

• Repeat

– Send the vector of prices to the robots.

– Plan a path for each robot in the world from its start state to its goal

state with a cost vector modified by the prices p using A*. This creates

a path plan for each robot which is represented as a vector of state action

visitation frequencies fi for each robot. If the path plan for robot i is new

(not seen previously), then this plan vector is added to the matrix Fi as

another column. Expected resource usage gi and total cost φi are calculated

for this plan. The expected resource usage for path planning is just noting

which cells are occupied on which time steps.

– Examine the paths generated for this vector of prices p. In any grid cell

where paths of different robots cross, create the coordination constraint to

prevent collisions from occurring. Creating these constraints entails adding

a row to each Di and adding a value to the vector e.
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– If we have seen all path plans previously, then terminate. Otherwise add

their expected resource usage and plan costs to the matrices Gi and Φi.

– Solve the master program to determine a new set of prices p

• When no new paths are generated, we examine the values of the λij to determine

the joint policy for all robots.

Because the prices p induce a price on each grid cell at each time step, we can

simply allow each robot to plan a path in time/position space using A*. There is one

price per state action visitation frequency. The master program need only send prices

pi which are non zero. Because non-zero prices occur only where there is a possible

conflict, communication is only required for parts of the joint state space where robot

paths may conflict. That is, this method only needs to communicate information to

resolve conflicts.

When each robot plans a path, it is planning in a state space which includes time.

Though this could mean that the state space is huge, there is an efficient technique

for planning in such state spaces. We first generate a heuristic for A* over the entire

state space which does not include time. That is, we know exactly the most efficient

path to get from anywhere on the grid to the goal. When the robot path plans it

uses this as a heuristic when planning in time/state space. This method allows us to

have prices on any grid cell on any time step, but still have efficient path planners.

At termination we desire that for each robot i only one of the λij will be one and

the rest will be zero. If that is not the case, then the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition has

created a stochastic policy for the robots which might result in a collision if executed.

If this occurs, we must resort to mixed integer programming to enforce deterministic

policies.
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The above is an efficient multi-robot path planner shown to be effective by our

experimental results. These results are shown below.

3.7 Experimental results

3.7.1 Multi-Robot path planner

We have implemented the multi-robot path planner using our LP model described in

section 3.6.2. We found it to be quite efficient for a number of problems and works

well up to ten robots in a 235 x 280 grid generated from a real environment 23.5 x

28.0 meters in size. These results are shown in figure 3.9.

a b c d

Figure 3.9: Some sample path plans performed using our algorithm. Figure (a) displays
the initial map created from a 30m by 20m real environment modified by the addition of
rectangles where an ’x’ indicates a start for a robot, and a ’+’ indicates a robot goal and the
number indicates which robot the start or goal belongs to. Figure (b) shows a joint path.
Figure (c) shows an expanded portion of figure (b) where robots successfully navigated
around each other. The last figure shows the largest problem which was solved.

The multi-robot path planning algorithm was also used to coordinate real robots

in a game of multi-robot paint ball described in chapter 4.
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a b c d

Figure 3.10: Some sample paths generated from our planner for which we calculated the
wall clock time of the algorithm.

3.7.2 Timing Results

To give the reader some idea of our multi-robot path planner run times with certain

problems, we provide the examples shown in figure 3.10. The run time results are

shown in table 3.1. We first define the meaning of the various headers in the table

and then highlight some features of the algorithm as they relate to these problems.

Timing results table description

Column and row headers: The column headers correspond to the path planning

problems shown in figure 3.10. The row headers indicate the size of the LP

model which was solved using Dantzig-Wolfe as well as how long it took each

component of the algorithm to solve the problem. All numbers in the table are

averaged over 30 runs for each problem. Mainly, the wall clock times varied

between runs, which is why the times are averaged over 30 runs.

num lp rows, num lp cols: The size of the master LP or MIP solved at every iter-

ation will typically grow as more sub-plans are returned by the robots. For this

reason, table 3.1 shows the average number of rows as well as the average num-

ber of columns (num lp rows and num lp cols respectively) in the constraint
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matrix solved over the entire planning procedure.

For example, on the first iteration it might be a 6x6 matrix and then a 40x100

matrix the second iteration and 50x150 matrix the third iteration. The number

reported for num lp rows would be (6+40+50)/3, and for num lp cols would

be (6+ 100 + 150)/3, the num of lp solves and iters would be 3. num lp solves

multiplied by the number of rows or columns is an integer though this may not

seem to be the case as we have rounded some of the numbers in the table.

num lp solves/ iters: This is the number of times the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition

iterated before arriving at the global solution for this problem.

lp time: The total wall clock time spent solving the master program LPs during the

Dantzig-Wolfe solution.

astar time: The total wall clock time spent solving the individual sub-problems

using the A* path planner.

constraint gen time: The total time spent reasoning about which constraints should

be added to the master LP as well as inserting them into the master LP.

total time: The total time spent planning for this particular problem. This may

not be the sum of previous times as we included in this row time spent saving

figures out to files.

Discussion of timing results

We now note several interesting features from table 3.1. Firstly, the execution time is

dominated by the linear program solve time even though the linear programs being

solved are fairly small. This is due primarily to the fact that we are using a homegrown
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infeasible start point interior point method. Large speedups could likely be achieved

if we were to use a commercial linear program solver package such as CPLEX.

Note that the seemingly simpler problem from figure 3.10(a) actually takes longer

to execute than the more complicated problems (b)-(d) involving more robots. The

reason for this is that when two robots try to cross paths directly, a larger number of

inter-robot constraints are added thus slowing the solution time of the linear program.

It is difficult to predict for a given problem how many constraints may be added. A

useful intuition however, is that if the robot’s paths cross more often, then it will take

longer to solve the multi-robot path planning problem as many more constraints will

be added.

Typically, one would assume that the planner will take longer when there are more

robots. The time difference between figure (b) and (c)-(d) shows that this may not

be the case. While the A* path planning time is approximately linear in the number

of robots, the inter-robot constraints add variance to how long it may take to solve

the master LP. The master LP solution times for problem (b) were much higher than

those of problem (c) and (d). This occurred because, in this particular case, having

more robots caused the prices on more cells to be higher on the first iteration, causing

the robots to generate non-intersecting paths faster on the second iteration.

In summary, a faster LP solver would greatly decrease our execution time. Also,

we have found that it is very difficult to predict just how large the size of the master

LP will grow. Depending on the problem domain, it may be necessary to also solve

the master LP itself using Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. Essentially, this would be

equivalent to having a hierarchy of robot teams coordinating. For large robot teams,

this would likely be the best course of action.
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Fig. a Fig. b Fig. c Fig. d

num lp rows 86.1 47.0 48.0 49.0
num lp cols 176.4 92.0 93.0 94.6

num lp solves / iters 7.0 2.0 2.0 3.0
lp time 22.83s 1.67s 0.215s 0.622s

astar time 0.22s 0.16s 0.22s 0.30s
constraint gen time 0.012s 0.002s 0.002s 0.003s

total time 23.1s 1.84s 0.44s 0.93s

Table 3.1: The timing results for the problems shown in figure 3.10.

3.7.3 Modeling multi-robot path planning with quadratic fuel cost

We also used our decentralized multi-robot planning method on a separate prob-

lem generated synthetically by randomly placing high cost circular regions inside a

bounded arena to create a maze. We place 15 robots in random starting locations and

ask them to plan paths to 10 random goals of different value. Each robot can choose

whichever goal it wants, but must pay a random goal-specific price. The robots are

coupled through a constraint on fuel usage: there is a quadratic penalty on total fuel

usage which is a linear function of total path length. The robots in this problem must

coordinate to minimize the fuel cost while achieving the most reward by arriving at

the lowest cost goals.

We represent the quadratic penalty using an objective function which approxi-

mates the quadratic function by using multiple linear constraints. We do this using a

first order Taylor expansion of the quadratic objective function about the total path

length tpli returned at any given iteration i of the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. In

general we add a constraint of the form:

∀i obj ≥ (tpli)
2 + 2(tpl − tpli)

This corresponds to a first order Taylor series expansion f(x) = f(a)+f ′(a)(x−a),
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where x = tpl is the total path length returned on any iteration and a = tpli is the

path length returned on a specific iteration i. This demonstrates the representation

of a quadratic function using only linear constraints. An interesting feature of this

approach is that, at convergence, we can guarantee that the quadratic penalty is met.

This is because we always add a constraint at that final iteration centered about the

final solution total path length. If this constraint is met, then we know that the

quadratic cost function is satisfied and we can terminate.

In this problem, our algorithm starts from an arbitrary initial guess at the value

of a unit of fuel (which causes the individual robots to make poor policy decisions)

and rapidly improves the estimated value by examining the individual robot plans.

We averaged the performance of our algorithm on 20 random instances; the results

are shown in Figure (3.11).
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Figure 3.11: Multi-robot path planning with limited fuel usage. Left to right: in an iteration
based on the assumption of cheap fuel, all robots go to the globally most tempting goal. If
we assume very expensive fuel, each robot crashes through obstacles and goes to its closest
goal. With the optimal fuel price, the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition trades goal quality
against distance to achieve the best possible total cost. As our algorithm learns better
prices, the Dantzig-Wolfe method iterates toward the optimal policy.

The last figure shows a typical convergence graph for our algorithm. It rapidly

converges towards the optimal policy requiring up to 15 iterations of the master

program. Error bars are determined over multiple runs of the algorithm.
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3.8 Results using mixed integer program modeling

Although we have presented first our MIP model and then our LP model, the ideas

were developed in the reverse order of that presented in this chapter. As such, we

have more results using the LP model than those using the MIP model. Specifically,

while using the LP model for multi-robot path planning we discovered the problems

inherent in the LP model as we have described in section 3.4.3.

We then developed the MIP model to address the difficulties observed in the path

planning domain. At first, we were very hesitant to include integer constraints in our

multi-agent coordination models. Integer programming is significantly more difficult

and time consuming to perform than linear programming. As mentioned in chapter 2

there is no known polynomial time algorithm for general mixed integer programming.

However, mixed integer programming is used every day in many applications and is

included in popular linear and integer programming applications such as Matlab and

Cplex.

In particular, we found this representation to be very appealing when we discov-

ered that the branch and bound algorithm can be combined with the Dantzig-Wolfe

decomposition algorithm. In fact, it is relatively common to do so in the operations

research literature.

The first MIP model we have solved with this method is shown in (3.7) (copied

from equation (3.3)).
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min
fi

∑

i

fici

∀i : Aifi = bi

(∗)
∑

i

Difi = e

∀i : fi ≥ 0

∀i, j : fij ∈ {0, 1}

(3.7)

This model allowed us to model any deterministic policy for the path planning

domain and led us to the more general mixed integer program model for multi-agent

coordination. Unfortunately, we only have preliminary results using this model.

3.8.1 Preliminary mixed integer modeling results

We used the simple MIP model shown in (3.7) to solve the simple crossover example

shown in figure 3.2. The branch and bound method was able to correctly solve this

problem. A partial branch and bound tree is shown in figure 3.12. In this figure

we have shown the successful branches in which we force robot 1 to first go right

(f1(S1, t1, e) = 1) and then up (f1(S2, t2, n) = 1). Note that we need not enforce

all integer constraints to arrive at the optimal policy, only the above two integer

constraints are sufficient for the branch and bound method to find an optimal solution

where robot 1 waits in the alcove as robot 2 passes underneath.

For multi-robot path planning there are also good heuristics available to bias the

branch and bound search. Specifically, we can assign each of the planning robots a

priority, and make all robots defer to higher priority robots when performing their

path plans. This approach was advocated in (Bennewitz et al. (2001)) for a multi-
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non−integer
c’x = 6
non−integer

non−integer

c’x = 6

inactive

c’x=6

f1(S1,t0,e)=1f1(S1,t0,e)=0

integer

f1(S1,t0,e)=1 f1(S1,t0,e)=1
f1(S2,t1,n)=0 f1(S2,t1,n)=1

c’x=7c’x = 6

non−integer

Optimal Solution

Figure 3.12: A partial tree for the branch and bound algorithm applied to the small path
planning problem from figure 3.2. c′x is the value of the objective function .

robot path planner. The main difference being, they would only use the heuristic,

there was no other coordination algorithm on top of it.

Though the prioritized path planning method of (Bennewitz et al. (2001)) has

been shown to work well in most cases, there are many coordination examples which

it cannot solve. The simple example in section 3.3.3 is such an example. At first

robot R1 must have priority over the grid cell P2 in order to move into the alcove.

Then robot R1 must defer to robot R2 as R2 passes by to the goal. Any problem

where priorities must vary with time cannot be solved by the fixed priority scheme

suggested in (Bennewitz et al. (2001)). This demonstrates the need for a more flexible

multi-robot coordination technique such as the one developed in this thesis.
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3.9 The continuum between the MIP model and LP model

Though we have presented the MIP model and LP model as entirely separate methods

by which to model a multi-agent coordination problem, LP models are in fact a subset

of the MIP model and they lie on a continuum as shown in figure 3.13.

Linear Programs Mixed Integer Programs

increasing speed

more accurate modeling

Figure 3.13: As one adds more integer constraints solution time becomes slower but model
accuracy increases.

The continuum is between the slow but accurate modeling technique of the MIP

model and the fast but less accurate LP model. It may be that we only model a

few integer constraints of the MIP model requiring only a few nodes of branch and

bound. In this manner, we could implement something such as disjunction over a

few variables, even though we might not be able to enforce deterministic policies (an

integer constraint on every variable) for each robot.

In general, we suggest modeling as many integer constraints as the available com-

putation time allows. Obviously, we begin by modeling the most important integer

constraints required by a given multi-agent coordination problem. One need not

model all constraints, and we can still use the technique of constraint generation to

generate only those constraints needed for a particular problem.

3.10 Conclusions

We have developed new, efficient techniques for solving large loosely-coupled multi-

robot planning problems. In particular we have described the MIP and LP models
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for multi-agent coordination as well as examples of each. For each model, there exists

off the shelf centralized solution methods (branch and bound and revised simplex

respectively). Lastly, we have shown how each model can be solved in a distributed

and efficient manner using Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition.

Though the centralized algorithm for each model is the easiest to implement,

it will be much slower than using Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. Dantzig-Wolfe is

guaranteed to arrive at the same answer as the first, centralized, algorithm for each

model but does so in a much more efficient and distributed manner. As such, we

highly recommend that the reader use the decomposition if there are more than a few

agents in the coordination problem.

Another important factor is that the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition can be com-

bined with previous MDP decomposition methods and task specific solution methods

(such as A*), allowing the user to mix and match which methods are best suited

to their problem. The Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition also has an intuitive economic

interpretation which facilitates its application to new problems. We have applied our

algorithm to optimal use of fuel in a multi-robot path planning problem, and path

planning for multi-robot paintball. We have also described models for other multi-

agent coordination problems such as multi-robot repair and the multi-robot patrol

problem. Combining branch and bound search with Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition for

a MIP model gives us an efficient algorithm which can tackle a much broader array

of coordination problems than the previous state of the art.

In summary, we have shown a flexible modeling language for multi-robot coordi-

nation problems as well as efficient techniques for solving these models.
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Chapter 4

Multi-Robot Competition

4.1 Introduction and Motivation

Recently there has been much activity in the field of adversarial multi-robot systems:

(Kitano (1998); Bowling and Veloso (2003); Buro (2003)). Many planning problems

are best phrased as MDPs define over either world states or belief states, but it was

not until recently that a method was developed for adversarial MDP settings. In our

previous work described in chapter 3, we present a novel method for coordinating

agents in large multi-agent MDP problems which overcomes the curse of dimension-

ality for a large class of problems.

Recently, there has also been work on adversarial cost function selection for MDPs

and cost paired MDPs: (McMahan et al. (2003); McMahan and Gordon (2003)), the

larger subset of which is stochastic games (Filar and Vrieze (1992)). To our knowledge,

team competition (two or more teams competing against one another) has not been

studied using Markov Decision Processes as a framework.

Both the coordination method developed in the last chapter and the single-agent

adversarial method developed by (McMahan et al. (2003)) allow for solving new types
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of problems of practical use in robotics applications. However, what we propose here

is to combine these two bodies of work in a principled manner so that the user can

solve an entirely new class of problems where cooperation in the face of adversity is

required.

Specifically, we would like to solve the class of problems where there are multiple

cooperating agents playing a game against an opposing team which also uses coop-

eration among its agents. We call this type of problem team competition. We model

this problem by allowing one team to choose the cost function of the MDP for the

second team. A real world example of this (shown in (McMahan et al. (2003))) lies

in multi-robot path planning while trying to evade a network of surveillance sensors.

The adversarial team selects the locations of the sensors on a known map, and the

path planning team must plan the lowest cost path to reach a set of goals while

evading the sensor network as best it can.

Adversarial cost function selection can be applied to a variety of application from

military planning, computer games, robotics games such as robot soccer to domains

such as economics. In this chapter, we develop an efficient algorithm which solves

problems of the form described above. Furthermore, the algorithm is easy to im-

plement; requiring only a linear program solver and the knowledge of how to solve

matrix games using linear programs.

We begin by describing adversarial cost function selection in the single agent case.

We then describe how we can treat the teams as two large opposing single agents

and use the methods described in chapter 3 to coordinate the individual agents in

each team. Lastly, we apply our new team competition algorithm to a particular

variant of physical robots playing multi-robot paintball and show some results from

this domain.
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4.2 Background

4.2.1 Planning for an MDP with an adversary choosing the cost function

Assume that we are given a single agent MDP with known dynamics. We create an

adversarial game where player one will attempt to solve this MDP in order to reduce

its cost. Assume also that there exists an adversarial agent (player two) who chooses

a cost vector ci from the set K = {c1, . . . , ck} in order to maximize the cost to player

one’s MDP. The objective of player one is to minimize its plan cost, and player two

must maximize the plan cost.

It was shown in (McMahan et al. (2003)) that this problem can be phrased as

a zero sum matrix game as follows: Let player one have a set of pure strategies πi

which correspond to stationary deterministic policies ΠD in the MDP. Choosing a

given policy πi determines a set of state action visitation frequencies f(πi) which

result from the dual formulation of the MDP as mentioned in chapter 2. We then let

player two choose the pure strategy cj from the finite set K. The value of the game

for player one playing πi and player two player playing cj is f(πi) · cj. Thus, the value

of the game is the same for both players leading to a zero-sum game.

If player one chooses a mixed strategy over stationary deterministic policies u :

ΠD → [0, 1], this is equivalent to choosing a stochastic policy with state action vis-

itation frequencies f =
∑

π∈ΠD
f(π)u(π). Similarly player two can choose a mixed

strategy v : K → [0, 1]. Player two’s strategies are in the convex set V whose corners

are the elements of K. We will also define a matrix S whose columns are the cost

vectors c1, c2, . . . , ck.
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min
π∈Π

max
c∈V

f(π) · c = max
c∈V

min
π∈Π

f(π) · c = f(π∗) · c∗ (4.1)

minf ,z z

Af = b

1 · z ≥ ST f

f ≥ 0

(4.2)

To find the minimax equilibrium of this two player zero sum game, we will need to

solve the problem shown in (4.1). We would like to find the minimax optimal solution

represented by π∗ and c∗. f(π∗) must meet the MDP constraints Af = b.

We can achieve the maximum in (4.1) by adding a set of constraints 1 · z ≥ ST f

where z is the value of the game f · ci.

We can find the solution to (4.1) by extending the single agent dual linear program

with another variable z and constraints on that variable. z is the value of the game

and it is forced to be greater than the value of the game for every possible cost

function ci. The solution of the LP in (4.2) yields the optimal π∗ and c∗ which is the

minimax solution to the game.

As shown in (McMahan et al. (2003)), solving the new LP shown in (4.2) is

equivalent to performing the double oracle algorithm shown in figure (4.1).

To describe the double oracle algorithm, we first introduce some notation. Let S

be a matrix whose columns are c1, . . . , ck. Furthermore, let us define a matrix M to be

a payoff matrix defining our two player zero sum game. An entry M(r, c) is the cost

to the row player (player one) when row r (a set of state action visitation frequencies

f) is played while player two (the column player) plays a strategy c (a particular cost

function). Let the value of the game be VG and let VM(u, v) be the value of the game

under (possibly mixed) strategies u and v. Assume furthermore that we have a set
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of best response oracles R and C for player one and player two respectively. Given a

mixture v on the columns of M , R(v) = fr computes a single pure row strategy which

consists of a vector of state action visitation frequencies fr that is the best response

to v. Similarly, given a mixture u on the rows of M , C(u) = cr computes the single

pure column strategy cr (a cost function) that is the best response to u. We will use

the term row strategy interchangeably with a set of state action visitation frequencies

f . We will also you the term column strategy interchangeably with the choice of a

cost function c ∈ K

The double oracle algorithm works by maintaining subsets of the pure row and

column strategies R̄ and C̄ ∈ K. It starts with a single random row and a single

column strategy, solves a reduced matrix game M̄ which only considers the row and

column strategies in R̄ and C̄. The solution of the reduced game yields a mixed

strategy u for the row player and a mixed strategy v for the column player. The best

row response and column response to each is computed and added to the sets R̄ and

C̄. This repeats until no new strategies are generated. This leads to the double oracle

algorithm shown in figure 4.1.

In figure (4.1), we begin with any valid strategy for player one (f0) and any valid

strategy for player two (c0). The starting game matrix M is only a one by one matrix

which is the value of the game when f0 and c0 are played.

Given a current game matrix of any size, the solvegame() function solves the game

resulting in two probability distributions over policies. u is a distribution over player

one policies fi such that u : f → [0 . . . 1],
∑

i ui = 1. and v is a distribution over

player two policies (cost functions) v : ci → [0 . . . 1],
∑

i vi = 1. The solvegame()

function can be implemented with a linear program as shown in (Arsham (2003))).

The average cost function c̄ is computed to be c̄←
∑|C̄|

i=1
vici, and the average state

action visitations frequencies f̄ of player two are computer to be f̄ ←
∑|R̄|

i=1
uifi.
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R̄0 ← f0 \\ f0 is any deterministic policy for player one
C̄0 ← c0 \\ c0 is any cost function ∈ K
M̄0,0 ← V (f0, c0) \\ M̄ is a 1x1 matrix
repeat

t← t + 1
(u, v)← solvegame( M̄ ) \\ u, v are minimax strategies for M̄

f̄ ←
∑|R̄|

i=1
uifi c̄←

∑|C̄|
i=1

vici

fr ← R(c̄) cr ← C(f̄)
R̄t+1 ← R̄t ∪ {fr} C̄t+1 ← C̄t ∪ {cr}

until ( R̄t == R̄t−1 AND C̄t == C̄t−1 )
return (f̄ ,c̄)

Figure 4.1: Double-Oracle Algorithm

Player one then plans a best response fr to the average cost function c̄. This is

done using the row oracle R. Similarly, player two plans a best response to average

state action frequencies f̄ . These plans are stored in R̄t and C̄t. Then a larger game

matrix is built by calculating the value of the game for every combination of row and

column strategies that were stored. This is repeated until no new strategies f̄ and c̄

are generated.

The final results of the double oracle algorithm are the following: The strategies

stored in R̄t and C̄t as well as the distributions u and v over the stored strategies.

To play optimally, players one and two each generate a strategy according to u and

v respectively.

The double oracle algorithm is proven to converge and is also proven to correctly

solve the game shown in (4.2). The main caveat is that if all possible state action

visitation frequencies f and all possible cost functions c of the game matrix M are

computed, the double oracle algorithm will be much slower than solving the entire

game shown in (4.2) directly. Fortunately, for many problems, many pure strategies
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will never enter the set of row strategies R̄ nor the set C̄. This is what makes the

double oracle algorithm efficient in practice.

The two key pieces required to use the double oracle algorithm are the row oracle

R and column oracle C. The row oracle R determines a best response set of state

action visitation frequencies fr to a fixed cost function c̄. Similarly, the column oracle

C determines a best response cost function cr to a fixed vector of state action visitation

frequencies f̄

In summary, to specify a complete zero sum game which can be played optimally

by the double oracle algorithm, a user need only specify optimal best response oracles

R and C.

4.2.2 A possible application

To see how the double oracle algorithm might be useful, we present a small example

of a single robot planning a path to a goal. There is an opponent who places a single

sensor with a square sensor area one grid cell in area who wishes to “see” the path

planning robot as it moves towards the goal. It can only place the sensor in one of

a few locations s1, . . . , s7. This example is shown in figure (4.2). The path planning

robot R1 has a cost of one for every step it takes and a cost of zero in the goal state

when it arrives. If R1 steps on the sensor placed by player two it incurs an additional

cost of 100. The sensor player wishes to maximize the cost to R1 and the robot R1

wishes to minimize the cost. Using the double oracle algorithm, we can solve this as

a zero sum game.
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Goal1
R1

S1 S2

S7

S3

S4

S5 S6

Figure 4.2: A simple game in which one player (the robot R1) must plan a path to the goal
Goal1 while avoiding a sensor placed by the second player in one of seven possible locations
(S1-S7)

4.3 Combining multi-agent coordination with the Double Or-

acle Algorithm

Imagine we wish to solve a game in which two teams compete such as the example

shown in figure (4.3) which is an extension of the problem shown in figure (4.2). In

this game, there are multiple agents performing coordinated path planning while the

opposing team places multiple sensors. The path planning team must coordinate by

not colliding with each other and minimizing total path cost. In a similar manner,

the sensor placement team must coordinate to best catch the path planning team as

they try to move to their goals.

We will combine our multi-agent coordination algorithm with the double oracle

algorithm proposed by McMahan to solve problems of this type. It turns out that this

can be done in a fairly simple manner while maintaining the convergence guarantees
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R1
Goal1

S1 S2 S3

S4 S5

S6 S7 S8

Goal2R2

Figure 4.3: A multi-player game in which team one robots R1 and R2 must reach their
goals Goal1 and Goal2. Team two may place two robot guards R3 and R4 in any of the
locations (S1-S7) to attempt to catch R1 and R2 as they proceed towards the goal.

of both algorithms.

We have already discussed in section 3.2 of chapter 3 the standard method for

representing a team of agents using one very large MDP. Essentially, we propose

having “player one” in the double oracle algorithm be played by “team one” which

is represented as a large multi-agent MDP, and “player two” in the double oracle

algorithm be played by the second team as a joint agent.

Thus, as far as the double oracle algorithm is concerned, team one is planning

in the joint MDP space, and team two selects a cost function for that joint MDP.

However, a detail hidden from the double oracle algorithm is that each team will

actually be coordinated by the coordination method presented in chapter 3.

The planner for team one is the row oracle R and a planner for team two is the

column oracle C required by the double oracle algorithm. As mentioned previously,

the definition of these two oracles allows the solution of the adversarial game using
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the double oracle algorithm.

In more detail, we allow team two to choose the cost function c for team one. It

does so by choosing a cost function from a finite set of cost functions K = {c1, . . . , ck}

for the joint team. Team two may mix between strategies in the set K by using a

strategy v which is a probability distribution over the set K. Let S be a matrix where

the columns of the matrix are the cost vectors c1, c2, . . . , ck. A cost vector c for the

cooperating team is generated as c = Sv. As far as the multi-agent planner for team

one is concerned, all it need know is that there is a fixed cost function.

If we factor team one using our linear programming representation developed in

chapter 3 we arrive at the maximin game shown in (4.3).

max
v

min
fi

∑

i (S · v) · fi

∀i : Aifi = bi

∑

iDifi = e

∀i : fi ≥ 0

v ≥ 0

1 · v = 1

(4.3)

min
fi , z

z

∀j : z ≥
∑

i (S · vj) · fi

∀i : Aifi = bi

∑

iDifi = e

∀i : fi ≥ 0

v ≥ 0

1 · v = 1

(4.4)

In order to guarantee an optimal solution to the game, the double oracle algorithm

requires optimal row and column oracles. Thus the factored representation must

exactly represent the original multi-agent MDP. We have discussed the limitations of

the linear program representation in chapter 3 as well as the more expressive integer

programming representation which could be used as well if required.

As in the single agent case, the program shown in (4.3) is not a linear program,
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but can be converted to a valid linear program through the use of the additional

variable z which is the value of the game. This form is identical to the form shown in

(4.2), where we can obtain the form of (4.2) by collapsing the multi-agent formulation

into one single agent and arrive at exactly the linear program in (4.2). Thus, we can

use the results from (McMahan et al. (2003)) to verify that we may use the double

oracle algorithm of figure (4.1) to find the optimal solution to the game. Once again

this assumes that the linear or integer program we are using represents exactly the

multi-agent MDP.

In order to use the double oracle algorithm in figure (4.1), we require two things,

a row oracle which generates a multi-agent plan for a fixed cost function and a col-

umn oracle which chooses a cost function given a set of fixed state action visitation

frequencies. We now describe the formulation of these two oracles.

4.3.1 The multi-agent MDP planner

From the point of view of the row oracle R (the multi-agent MDP planner), it is

solving a multi-agent MDP problem shown in (4.4) (or a mixed integer program

representation) with a fixed cost function. The cost function is simply c = Sv.

We have already discussed how to solve these kind of linear programs using

the Dantzig-Wolfe algorithm (and solving mixed integer programs with branch and

bound) in chapter 3. We will not repeat the discussion here, but refer the reader to

chapter 3 for details.

Solving the multi-agent coordination problem shown in (4.4) yields a set of joint

state-action visitation frequencies f . This is the only function required of the row

oracle R in the double oracle algorithm for team one.

In summary, from the point of view of the double oracle algorithm we have one

large team agent which plans a best response to a fixed cost function. When actually
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generating the joint policy for the robots however, we use our multi-agent coordination

algorithms from chapter 3.

4.3.2 Choosing a cost function using a coordinated team of adversaries

We now require a method by which team two may generate a cost function c for team

one given a set of joint state visitation frequencies f . That is, we need to know how

to make the column oracle C required by the double oracle algorithm.

More formally, we would like to choose some particular joint cost function cj from

the set of possible cost functions K. By using our multi-agent coordination algorithms

from chapter 3. To maintain optimality guarantees, the cost functions cj must be

linear in the joint state action visitation frequencies f of team one.

We will phrase our team two problem (the column oracle) as a multi-agent MDP

with only one state but many joint actions. Team two must perform the maximization

in (4.5).

max
c

fc

c ∈ K

(4.5)

We will now allow the joint cost function cj be chosen by multiple coordinating

agents who are on team two. A joint cost function will be selected by agents on

team two by linearly combining sub-cost functions sc from a set of sub-cost functions

sc ∈ SK = {sc1, sc2, . . . , sck}. If each agent i can select a single cost function from

SK, then the number of joint cost functions in K will be exponential in the number

of agents i.

The agents on team two will each have a vector of binary selector variables hi
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which allows them to choose one or more of the sub-cost vectors scj. Each agent i

will have constraints on how the selection vector hi may be chosen represented by

the constraint represented by Aihi = bi. Each value of the selection vector hi may be

one or zero leading to a set of integer constraints.

In addition, we will allow linear interaction constraints
∑

i Dihi = e between the

agent selector variables hi which constrain how the agents on team two may choose

the sub cost functions. We can now phrase the factored multi-agent version of (4.5)

as the mixed integer program of (4.6).

max hijf
∑

ij

hijscj

∑

i

Dihi = e

∀i, Aihi = bi

∑

j

hij = 1.0

hij ∈ {0, 1}

(4.6)

Applying the magic of branch and bound combined with Dantzig-Wolfe decompo-

sition we can solve this in exactly the same manner that we solved the multi-agent

coordination problem (3.7) in chapter 3. The reader is referred to chapter 2 for a

discussion of these methods.

We now have a method for the column oracle C of the double oracle algorithm.

Using the mixed integer program of (4.6) we have a planner for team two which

will choose a best response cost function cj for a given set of state-action visitation

frequencies f .
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4.3.3 Summary of the team competition method

We have left the double oracle algorithm essentially unchanged aside from having

much larger joint team agents play against each other. These team agents are coor-

dinated using the methods described in chapter 3. Because of this, the convergence

proofs given in (McMahan et al. (2003)) still hold and the algorithm is guaranteed to

converge to the optimal minimax equilibrium of the game.

The main caveat is that the convergence proofs require optimal row and column

oracles. This will be true if the assumptions made by our multi-agent coordination

algorithms hold as discussed in chapter 3.

The combination of the the coordination methods from the previous chapter and

the adversarial method developed by McMahan, Gordon, and Blum provides the

user with a powerful method for performing distributed multi-agent planning in the

presence of an adversarial team which cooperates to choose the worst possible cost

function for the first team.

We will now show how this algorithm may be used to represent a particular game

of multi-robot paintball.

4.4 Applying the team competition double oracle algorithm

to multi-robot paintball in a physical environment

We now apply the double oracle algorithm for team competition to the problem of

multi-robot paintball. We begin by describing the environment, robots, and rules

used to play the game. We then describe the multi-robot path planner for the first

team and the sensor/defense location selector for the second team.
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4.4.1 Multi-Robot paintball environment and rules

The robots

We used four robots produced by Botrics: (Atwood et al. (2004)) in our game of

paintball. These differential drive robots have a top speed of two meters per second,

turn in place, and have high turning speeds. Real paintball guns on tilt mounts were

added to the robots. The ammunition for the robots is small nerf balls made to

paintball specifications and can be found at: (Lazerball (2004)). To detect hits from

the nerf balls, each robot has 8 hit detection panels around the robot. The robots

are shown in figure (4.4).

The robots used Sick laser range finders as sensors and are controlled with the

CARMEN robot software: (Roy et al. (2004)).

Figure 4.4: Four Obot robots developed by Botrics modified for use in paintball. The robots
fire nerf balls out of paintball guns powered by compressed CO2. The black panels detect
hits from other robots.
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The Environment

The robots play the game in a room called Rangos hall at Carnegie Mellon University.

The room is approximately 23 meters by 28 meters in size. A robot-generated map of

this room with additional obstacles is shown in figure (4.5). The map is represented

as an occupation grid where one grid cell represents a 10x10cm rectangle.

Figure 4.5: A map made of rangos hall at Carnegie Mellon University. The ’x’ indicate the
start positions of team one robots R1 and R2. The ’+’ signs indicate the goals for team
one, G1 is the goal for R1 and G2 is the goal for R2. Team two may place robots R3 and
R4 which acts as defense turrets. R3 and R4 may be place on any of the locations marked
with a square.
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The Rules

This restricted game of paintball works as follows. There are four robots, two belong

to team one and two robots belong to team two. Team one consists of the red robots

R1 and R2 shown in figure (4.4). Robot R1 must arrive at its goal G1 in the upper

right corner and robot R2 must arrive at its goal G2 in the upper left corner. Team

one and team two robots can only “see” each other if they are within two meters of

each other.

The team two robots R3 and R4 must choose positions to defend in the map before

the game starts. Robots R3 and R4 may only choose to defend positions marked by

the squares in figure (4.5). When positioned, they act as turrets which may not move,

but will shoot at the team one robots if they come within two meters.

This is a full knowledge game. That is R3 and R4 know the start and goal location

of R1 and R2. R1 and R2 know the possible locations of R3 and R4. Both teams

know the map.

The objective of team one is to reach their goals without being hit. The objective

of the team two robots is to position themselves so that they are more likely to hit

the team one robots as they try to reach their goals. Team one robots, do not shoot

back, nor do they “die”, they simply incur a penalty if hit.

4.4.2 Designing the planners for multi-robot paintball

To play the game described above, we require a planner for the each of the teams

corresponding to the row and column players required by the double oracle algorithm.

We must specify which team plans using the MDP and which team chooses the cost

function for that MDP. In this case, R1 and R2 will be using a multi-robot path

planner. Robots R3 and R4 will be affecting the joint cost function of R1 and R2.
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Specifically, when a robot R3 or R4 is present at a particular location it increases

the cost of R1 or R2 planning a path nearby. This is equivalent to the opponents

placing “sensors” in the example of figure (4.3). In this case, planning through an

area where R1 or R2 can be hit by a member of team two is modeled simply by a

square region centered on the squares in figure (4.5). The size of the region is 20 grid

cells by 20 grid cells thus covering a 2 meter by 2 meter region. Every grid cell in the

square area increases the cost to robot R1 and R2 by 100.

Thus, team one consisting of R1 and R2 will be playing the row oracle R which is

a multi-robot path planner whose objective is to minimize the total cost. Team two

consisting of robots R3 and R4 is attempting to maximize the cost to team one by

guarding areas in the most likely paths of R1 and R2. Choosing the areas to guard

will induce a cost function c on robots R1 and R2.

Multi-robot path planning using Dantzig Wolfe decomposition

We have already discussed a complete formulation for a multi-robot path planner in

chapter 2. There are a few small modifications required to use the planner on real

robots.

Instead of constraining robots so that they do not enter a single grid cell, the

constraints between the state action visitation frequencies are constrained so that no

two robots may enter any given 5 by 5 tile at the same time. The size of the tile is

chosen because the robots are 30cm in diameter and a 5 by 5 tile corresponding to a

region 50cm by 50 cm in size. If we center a tile on each grid cell, then this generates

the same number of constraints as there are cells in the grid.

The sum of the state action visitation frequencies entering any given tile must

be less than or equal to one. To further reduce the number of constraints, we use

the technique of constraint generation to further reduce the number of constraints.
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Specifically we only model a tile constraint when robots plan paths that conflict.

The path planning team (team one) must be able to plan a path under any prob-

ability distribution v over the joint guard locations of R3 and R4. For every joint

guard location i there is a probability vi that team two will play this strategy and

guard a given pair of locations. To account for any probability distribution v of joint

guard locations, robots R1 and R2 can modify their path planning cost grid for by

adding a cost of vi × 100 to every grid cell within two meters of the sensor location

indicated by vi. This modified cost grid is created prior to beginning the multi-robot

path planning on each iteration of the double oracle algorithm.

When physically following a joint path, the robots R1 and R2 are each given a

sub-goal point on the joint path. When both robots have reached their goal points

(to within a certain radius) they are then passed their next subgoals from the joint

path. At times, due to network lag, one robot may not receive its next goal point in

a timely manner. However, this did not greatly affect the performance of the system.

In summary, given a distribution v over possible joint guard locations of R3 and

R4, the path planning team R1 and R2 creates a modified cost grid and creates a

multi-robot path plan using this new cost grid. For more details on the implementa-

tion of the path planner, the reader is referred to the discussion in chapter 3.

Adversarial sensor placement and the double oracle algorithm

The objective of team two is to choose where to place the guard robots R3 and R4

in response to a distribution u over joint paths. We see in figure (4.5) the possible

guard locations (indicated by squares) shown by the grid of dots on the map.

Intuitively, this will mean placing a guard robot R3 or R4 in such a way as to

maintain visibility over a region that the robots R1 and R2 pass through, or by

placing the guard so that R1 and R2 must take a much longer path around the guard
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location.

Deciding where to place both guards is equivalent to the step y ← C(x̄) in the

double oracle algorithm in figure (4.1). This is a fairly simple task for a single agent.

Given a mixture of joint paths fi weighted by a probability ui, the guard placement

player simply sums up the state action visitation frequencies in each rectangular guard

area available to it and chooses the area with the highest value.

For multiple guard robots we cannot allow two guards choosing the same location

as they cannot both be physically present in the same space. To solve this problem

we write a much simpler version of the general problem shown in (4.6).

max hijf
∑

ij

hijscj

∑

i

Dihi = e

∑

j

hij = 1.0

hij ∈ {0, 1}

(4.7)

Guard robots R3 and R4 can be placed on any of the square locations marked in

figure (4.5) locations so the individual constraints (Aihi = bi ) for each guard robot

may be deleted. The constraints Dihi = e simply state that guards cannot choose the

same location. The state-action visitation frequency f in the mixed integer program

(4.7) is obtained by multiplying each of the deterministic plans fi generated by the

player one team by its probability of playing that plan ui. Thus f =
∑

i fiui. Solving

the problem in (4.7) then yields a set of selection variables hi for robots R3 and R4.

These induce a particular cost function c for the path planning robots R1 and R2.
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This constitutes our column oracle C required by the double oracle algorithm.

4.4.3 The system operation

We have described the planners for the row and column players of the double oracle

algorithm. Running the double oracle algorithm for our two robot paintball game

leads to the following sequence of events for our game of paintball:

• Team one plans a joint path

• Team two choose the best place to put two guard locations in response to that

path

• repeat

– Calculate the value of the game for every combination of stored joint paths

and guard locations, store this in a game matrix

– Solve the game to get a probability distribution over paths and guard lo-

cations

– Find the best response joint path

– Find the best response joint guard locations

– Store the new paths and guard locations if they are new

• until no new paths or guard locations are generated

Upon termination, we solve the game matrix one more time to determine the

mixed strategies u and v played by each team. The teams then generate a plan

according to u and v accordingly and execute those plans.

In the next section we present the results of our two versus two paintball game.
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4.4.4 Experimental results on two versus two paintball

For the problem shown in figure (4.5), running our double oracle algorithm leads to

the series of joint path plans generated on each iteration shown in figure (4.6).

Figure 4.6: The paths generated by team one as the double oracle algorithm iterates. The
first path is in the top left and the order proceeds left to right top to bottom. Each path is
the best response to the joint guard locations shown in figure (4.7). The numbers from 0 to
1 below each figure indicate the probability of that strategy being played in the final game.

Similarly, the guard locations generated by the double oracle algorithm are shown

in figure (4.7).

We implemented the above algorithm for several simulation problems as well as our
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Figure 4.7: The guard locations which are the best responses to the paths in figure (4.6). The
squares are the areas which are covered by the guard robots on team two. The probability
of playing each strategy is labeled below each image.
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two robot paintball game and found it to be robust in a wide variety of problems. It

was implemented on a Pentium IV 1.2GHz machine with 1 Gigabyte of main memory.

For the problem shown in figure (4.5) the wall clock time for execution was about ten

seconds on average for all path plans and sensor locations to be generated.

The execution time is largely dependent on the amount of interaction between the

path planning robots. If robots must coordinate every action, then the size of the

master linear program will be such that it takes a long time to solve.

There is also a limited form of re-planning which can be done with this method.

When team one gains some information about the strategy that team two has chosen,

it can re-solve the matrix game with the knowledge that team two has chosen a

particular strategy, and find the best response to that strategy and switch to that

plan.

The robots physically played the strategies recommended by the double oracle

algorithm. The results can be seen in a movie of the two versus two robot paintball

available at: http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/∼curt/research.html.

The movie demonstrates what happens when the robots R1 and R2 do not coordi-

nate while path planning (they collide). It also demonstrates some of the re-planning

capabilities; When team one gets shot at, it switches to a different plan to avoid the

guard robots.

4.5 Discussion

The double oracle algorithm is specialized to the case where robots from team one

are not able to make observations of the strategy chosen by team two. Allowing team

one to make observations and change their actions accordingly would result in a full

POMDP which is known to be difficult to solve. We implemented a simple form of
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observation in which we simply re-plan when we have observed that a guard is in a

given location. While not ideal, such a solution would work well in many practical

cases.

There are two main contributions of this work. The first is the combination of two

prior approaches into a novel framework for multi-robot or multi-agent coordination

in the presence of an opposing team. The second is the application of this method to

a real game of multi-robot paintball.
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Chapter 5

Related Work

In this chapter, we discuss some related work and the hole that our new method is

attempting to address. We first discuss related work in the field of general Markov

Decision Process multi-agent planning. In particular, there is one piece of work named

factored MDP coordination (on which our work is partially based) which deserves

specific discussion. Market based methods and how they are related to this work

are then discussed. Lastly, we discuss how our work might be combined with other

methods and where one might use our work when designing a multi-agent system

from the ground up.

5.1 Factored MDP Coordination methods

The closest related work to that presented in this thesis is multi-agent coordination

using the factored value representation developed by Carlos Guestrin and described

best in his thesis: ((Guestrin, 2003, Chapter 3)). These factored MDPs are used in

a multi-agent coordination mechanism developed by Guestrin and Gordon (Guestrin

and Gordon (2002)).

137
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5.1.1 The Factored MDP representation

We first describe the factored MDPs which are at the base of the multi-agent coordi-

nation algorithm. Factored MDPs use the primal linear program representation of an

MDP. There is a value function V (x) which has one real value per state x. The value

function V (x) can be represented as a vector V with one value per state. Solving an

MDP then consists of solving the following LP:

max
V

α′V

∀x, a V (x) ≤ c(x, a) + γ
∑

x′

P (x′|x, a)V (x′)
(5.1)

V (x) is the value of state x, c(x, a) is the cost function and P (x′|x, a) is the prob-

ability distribution over next states. The factored MDP method then approximates

this linear program by representing every state value using a linear combination of

basis functions hi(x) replacing V (x) with V (x) =
∑

x wihi(x):

max
wi

α(x)
∑

i

wihi(x)

∀x, a
∑

i

wihi(x) ≤ c(x, a) + γ
∑

x′

P (x′|x, a)
∑

i

wihi(x
′)

(5.2)

This new linear program only has as many variables wi as there are basis functions

hi which is generally much smaller than the number of variables in the original LP. The

basis functions are selected to accurately represent the value function. Unfortunately,

the selection of good basis functions is currently a difficult problem. There is no

known algorithm for selecting basis function for a general problem such that there
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is a guaranteed error bound between the approximate value function and the true

value function. de Farias and Roy (2001) have made good progress in this direction.

Currently, they assume the existence of a probability distribution over constraints

in the original exponentially sized linear program representation of the multi-agent

MDP. If a user selects a probability distribution which is close to the optimal, then

they can give and error bound, but the selection of such a probability distribution is

currently an unsolved problem.

In a multi-agent problem, the number of joint states and joint actions is exponen-

tial in the number of robots. The main problem with the linear program in 5.2, is

that it contains an exponential number of constraints as there is one constraint per

setting of each of the joint state variables.

The solution proposed by factored MDPs, was to replace the exponential number

of constraints with an equivalent max function:

φ ≥ max
x

∑

i

wici(x)− b(x) (5.3)

Here, the constraints from 5.2 have been divided into coefficients ci(x) of the

weights wi and constants with respect to the weights b(x). The main innovation was

that the maximum in 5.3 can be achieved much more efficiently by realizing that the

coefficients and constants are functions of limited scope over the state variables x.

We can re-write this maximum defined over all joint states as a series of linear

constraints. For example, consider finding the maximum the following function over

4 binary variables x1, x2, x3, x4 taken from Guestrin (2003):

F (x1, x2, x3, x4) = f1(x1, x2) + f2(x1, x3) + f3(x2, x4) + f4(x3, x4)
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To find the maximum of this function we could write all 64 possible joint values

of x1 . . . x4 or we could perform the following steps:

max
x1,x2,x3,x4

f1(x1, x2) + f2(x1, x3) + f3(x2, x4) + f4(x3, x4)

= max
x1,x2,x3

f1(x1, x2) + f2(x1, x3) + max
x4

[f3(x2, x4) + f4(x3, x4)]

Let e1 (elimination function 1) be the maximum over x4 of [f3(x2, x4)+f4(x3, x4)].

We then have:

max
x1,x2,x3

f1(x1, x2) + f2(x1, x3) + e1x2, x3

= max
x1,x2

f1(x1, x2) + max
x3

[f2(x1, x3) + e1x2, x3]

= max
x1,x2

f1(x1, x2) + e2(x1, x2)

By defining the elimination functions ei which are required as we eliminate vari-

ables, we arrive at a representation which is not exponential in size.

Unfortunately, the factored MDP representation must represent each maximum

over ei using one constraint for every possible discrete value of the joint state variables

in the scope of ei. Let there be a state variable xi such that ei = f(xi). If the

domain of xi is (for example) a finely discretized continuous variable, then we require

a constraint for each possible value of xi.

It is also possible that the order in which we eliminate variables still leads to a

large number of constraints. This would occur if there is a large number of constraints

which depends on all of the state variables (such as a global resource constraint). The

selection of an elimination order to minimize the number of added constraints is itself

an NP-hard problem. This fact limits the usefulness of the approach.
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5.1.2 The limitations of the Guestrin factored MDP representation

Choosing an elimination order : Choosing an elimination order of variables is

a difficult task. If we choose a poor elimination order, it is possible that the

factored MDP method will have a number of constraints close to that of the

naive method of representing all constraints. The selection of an elimination

order is an NP hard problem as described by Guestrin in his thesis ((Guestrin,

2003, Chapter 4)).

Complex state or action variables : Guestrin assumes each state or action vari-

able is assumed to have a small number of discrete values for this method to be

tractable. If not, a very large number of constraints must be added to ensure

proper coordination. Specifically, one must add a number of constraints which

grows as the cross product of the size of state or action space for every variable

in a coordination constraint. By allowing any linear constraint on state action

visitation frequencies, our algorithm is more robust to large numbers of discrete

states and actions.

Large “induced width” constraints : The Guestrin method is limited in that it

currently handles only a small number of discrete interacting actions and states

well. We call a constraint which depends on many variables a constraint which

has large “induced width”. The Guestrin method of (Guestrin and Gordon

(2002)) does not handle such constraints efficiently as each discrete joint value

of variables causes an additional constraint to be added to the LP. This is related

to the prior limitation of handling only state and action variables with a small

number of discrete values.

Examples of constraints with large induced width are global resource constraints.
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In a multi-robot path planning problem with limited fuel, the factored MDP rep-

resentation would require an exponential number of constraints as the number of

agents increases. This limitation applies to any problem with a global resource

constraints.

There are several other methods that attempt to handle exponentially large con-

straint sets. The book on linear optimization by Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis Bertsimas

and Tsitsiklis (1997) has the most common approaches (including the ones we have

used in this thesis). Patrascu et al. (2002) builds on the representation developed by

Guestrin where a variable elimination cost network is used to find only the necessary

violated constraints in the exponential sized problem. These constraints are then

added into the LP. The closest previous work to Guestrin’s is that of Yannanakis

(1991), in which they show that some exponentially sized LPs can be modeled using

a polynomial number of constraints using appropriate variable substitution.

5.2 Other MDP based planning approaches

Several methods such as have been proposed to solve weakly coupled MDPs. In gen-

eral there are two possible ways to decompose an MDP, serial decomposition and

parallel decomposition. For multi-agent planning problems, we are particularly con-

cerned with the parallel decomposition methods of which we discuss some below. The

basic idea behind parallel decomposition methods is that they take a large problem

and break it up into smaller interacting components as we have proposed here.

Singh and D.Cohn (1998) constrain feasible joint actions in a multi-agent MDP by

eliminating certain joint actions from the full joint MDP. While they can guarantee

optimality, their method requires explicitly enumerating the entire joint state and

action space for a multi-agent MDP which limits the method to very small problems.
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Meuleau et al. (1998) performs a parallel decomposition of the MDP where the sub-

problems are joined only via global resource constraints such as fuel. More complex

interactions (such as linear constraints between two specific robots), could not be

planned with this method.

Kushner and Chen (1974) was the first to apply Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition to

Markov chains, though their method could not be applied to multi-agent coordination

problems such as those discussed in this thesis.

There are a wide variety of hierarchical MDP based planners David and S. (2001);

Hauskrecht et al. (1998); Ryan and Reid (2000); Parr and Russell (1997) but none of

these explicitly examine how the method would apply to multi-agent coordination.

Many of these methods however could be combined with our method to solve one of

the single agent planning problems. We surmise that this would be a good way to

solve very large problems where even an individual agent’s planning problem is too

large for conventional MDP planning methods.

In fact, this is a significant advantage of our method. Once we have used Dantzig-

Wolfe decomposition to break a problem into a master linear program and several

slave MDPs, we can then use any other MDP solution methods proposed in the

literature to solve these slave MDPs.

5.3 Market based methods

As we have described in chapter 3, the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition has several sim-

ilarities to auction based methods. The dual variables of the resource constraints

correspond to prices each robot must pay (or receive) when they produce or consume

a given resource. Whereas we have a master linear program coordinating multiple

agents, an auction based method would have an auctioneer determine the optimal
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resource allocation by observing the bids sent to it by the robots and clearing the

auction. One main difference is that our master program needs to remember all pre-

vious vectors of state action visitation frequencies and thus constitutes a centralized

component. Though most of the computation is performed by the individual agents,

it is possible (as we have shown in chapter 3) that the master LP would grow to be

very large. The solution mentioned in the previous chapter is to apply the Dantzig-

Wolfe decomposition hierarchically. The main advantage of auction methods is that

they do not necessitate a centralized component. Their greatest fault is the lack of

strong optimality guarantees.

We will first describe the basic theory behind auction based methods and then

discuss a problem domain in which both methods may be used and how they each

would work on the same problem.

5.3.1 A brief review of auction methods

The basic idea behind auction methods for multi-robot coordination is that a task to

be performed by a team is somehow divided up into a series of subtasks that must be

executed by the team. The robots then bid on the subtasks until all of the subtasks

are owned by a given robot. Robots then perform the subtasks that they own until

the task is completed.

Much work has been done using auction methods for multi-robot coordination.

Some of the earliest work was done by Dias and Stentz (Dias and Stentz (2001); Zlot

et al. (2002); Dias (2004)) as well as Gerkey and Mataric (Gerkey and Mataric (2002,

2004)) and Golfarelli et al. (1997); Botelho and Alami (1999). Much of this work is

based on the contract net protocol developed by Smith (1980).

We present one formal description of auction methods following the presentation

of Gerkey and Mataric (2004) We require an allocation of tasks among robots. If
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there are a set of N tasks T =< t1, t2, . . . , tN > to be performed, we can define an

allocation of those tasks to a set of K robots by defining a subset of those tasks that

each robot will perform which we term Ti where Ti ⊂ T and no two robots may own

the same task (Ti ∩ Tj = ∅).

It is assumed that each robot i can calculate for each task j the quality qij. The

quality with which a robot can complete a task typically implies how well that task

is done for that domain. It might be how efficiently a robot can use resources, the

accuracy of a map made by a robot, how many blocks can be moved from A to B

in some period of time etc. The concept of quality is very similar to the concept of

rewards in Markov decision processes and in fact is sometimes called the revenue of a

robot. Thus, in an exploration task, you might get a reward per meter squared of area

explored, or some reward for every point reached in a traveling salesman problem.

With every task there is also a cost cij of performing each task j by robot i. This

might be the distance traveled by a robot, how much fuel is used etc. We now define

the utility uij of a task Tj for robot i as uij = qij − cij. The objective then is to

maximize the utility of the entire team by finding a task allocation such that the team

utility is maximized.

If we assume that each robot can execute at most one task at a given time then

this problem can be approximated by phrasing it as the optimal assignment problem

(OAP). If we have m robots and n tasks, assume that we have a prioritized list of

tasks to be accomplished. If this is the case, then we can assign at most one robot to

each task using the following integer program.
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max
αij

m
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1

(αij)(uij)

such that

m
∑

i=1

αij = 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n

n
∑

i=1

αij = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m

αij ∈ 0, 1

The αij are indicator variables which decide which robot is assigned to which task.

The first constraint ensures that no more than one robot is assigned to a given task,

and the second constraint ensures that no more than one task is assigned to a given

robot. This can be solved in O(mn2) time using the Hungarian method developed

in Kuhn (1955). This requires a centralized method however since all of the utilities

from each robot for every task must be sent to a single agent.

Another alternative to this problem is to once again gain insight from the dual

program. This leads to market based methods for coordination. Essentially, the

assignment problem is approximated using a task market. The tasks are each sold by

an auctioneer which could be located on any given robot. One can auction off each

task in order of preference to the robots. For each task Tj, each robot i submits a

bid for that task based on their utility uij if they do not already have a task. In this

manner, a fully distributed system can solve the assignment problem. Often tasks are

auctioned in a greedy manner, that is the highest utility tasks are offered for auction

first to the highest bidder. This approach is detailed in Gerkey and Mataric (2004).

Although most auction based coordination mechanisms auction off tasks rather
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than resources, the concept is the same for the kind of resource allocation we have

described in this thesis. If we have shared resources and are seeking an optimal

resource allocation, then the same method can be used to find an optimal assignment

of resources.

The problem with allocating a single task or resource at a time as shown above,

is that certain task or resource utilities may be dependent. If you are buying a hotel

room in Paris, it will be worth less to you if you do not also have the airplane ticket

to get you to Paris. Thus, it is likely that auctioning off single tasks or resources are

unlikely to achieve an efficient solution to the problem.

Recent work in auction methods addresses this issue by performing a combinatorial

auction. In this kind of auction, multiple tasks or resources may be auctioned off at

the same time. Work by Hunsberger and Grosz (2000); Nair et al. (2002); Zlot and

Stentz (2005) uses combinatorial auctions to perform multi-agent planning. The

problem with combinatorial auctions is that they are very difficult to clear optimally.

It is an NP hard problem, although much work has been done towards developing

polynomial time approximations. As such, there are typically only weak guarantees

of optimality when using this method. This said, much success has been achieved

coordinating agents using auction algorithms.

Although a general combinatoric option might be slow, recent work by Zlot and

Stentz (Zlot and Stentz (2003, 2005)), addresses this by using an AND/OR tree

description of the task where higher levels of the tree are abstract tasks. The leaf

nodes of the tree corresponds to tasks that may actually be executed by the robots.

Using this tree, they can avoid the exponential complexity of having to try to bid on

all possible combinations of tasks.

To give the reader an intuitive feel for how a particular auction might work as

well as show how our method might solve the same problem, we present the following
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example. After showing how each method might solve the problem separately, we

show how the two methods could be combined.

5.3.2 An illustrative traffic flow example

Imagine the following example of traffic crossing bridges going from source locations

or entry points to a particular goal location. Robots randomly (according to some

probability distribution) appear at the entry points with a given probability on every

time step. The objective is to minimize the average number of steps for all robots to

reach the goal, equivalently we want to maximize throughput of robots appearing at

the start and arriving at the goal. Intuitively, this means that some robots should go

left over the larger but more distant bridge and some robots will go over the smaller

but closer bridge on the right.

Modeling the traffic problem as a MIP

We model this problem using our multi-robot path planning model from chapter

3. We first describe the planning phase which will attempt to calculate the cost of

going over either bridge as robots head toward the goal. Ideally, we would want a

smaller number of robots mostly from the entry point on the right to take the small

bridge, and the rest of the robots to take the larger bridge because there would be

too much congestion on the smaller bridge. We will use our linear program model of

the problem due to its higher efficiency, though it will only yield an approximate joint

value function as we will only be matching constraints in expectation. Because the

planning phase can only produce an approximate joint value function, we introduce

an execution phase which is run at execution time to ensure that no collisions between

robots occur.
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Goal

Entry Points

Bridges

Figure 5.1: A simple traffic flow problem in a finely discretized grid world. Robots appear in
the bottom right at either of the two entry points according to some probability distribution.
We want to maximize traffic flow so that the average time for robots to reach the goal is
minimized.
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There are some important differences from our previous multi-robot path planner.

Firstly, we cannot enforce deterministic policies because we will be dealing with some

“average” number of robots entering the map at each of the entry points and so we

use our simpler LP model without any integer constraints. We will treat all robots

entering each point as an “average agent”, thus we will be planning as if there are

only two agents. One agent entering from the left entry point and one from the right.

Instead of a single robot starting in a particular position, we set the starting

number of robots at each entry point position to be the mean number of robots

(obtained from the probability distribution for that entry point) entering that state

on a given time step. This can be done by modifying the b vector for each entry

point to be the mean of the entry distribution for that point.

The inter-robot constraints state once again that no two robots can be in the same

grid cell at a given time step except for the entry points. Thus, multiple robots may

enter the world at the entry point but their first action must be to move off of each

other. Time is not included in the state and so the constraints are met over the entire

plan in expectation.

Other than these exceptions, the model is the same as that used in chapter 3. We

can now solve the LP model with the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. To speed things

up, we pre-compute the cost to go function from the goal position. That is we know

exactly how much it costs to reach the goal from every position in the world. This

can be used as a very accurate heuristic for the A* path planner of the individual

robots.

The Dantzig Wolfe algorithm would iterate by selecting multiple paths for each of

the “average” number of robots entering the world at the entry point and combines

the paths using a probability distribution over each agents’ path such that the inter-

robot constraints are met. This will cause the joint value function to be more costly
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to cross the narrow bridge on the right and less costly to cross the larger bridge on

the left. This is the planning phase for the traffic control problem.

Now the execution phase. If we were to try to execute the above generated plan

with stochastic policies directly, then the robots may try to run into each other

because the constraints are only met in expectation.

We solve this problem *during execution*. Whenever there are two robots that

want to use the same grid cell, we hold a mini auction where robots bid on the right

to use a grid cell based on the distribution over value functions they were told to use

by the master program to determine the cost of owning or not owning that cell at

that particular time. This auction would resolve robots running into each other while

still keeping them close to their average optimal paths.

An auction method for the traffic problem

While our method attempts to control robots at very fine level of control, an auction

designer for the same problem would not do so. This is because a very large combi-

natorial auction would be required to auction off each of the fine level grid cells. In

this method, we only require an execution phase auction method.

A plausible auction method would be as follows. ”Tickets” to use the small bridge

on the right are issued by an auctioneer (which might be a robot) which has tickets

for the bridge which are valid for particular time-slice (time steps 5-10, 10-15).The

time slice length for a ticket is tuned by the auction designer. With a ticket, you have

the right to cross the small bridge during that time slice. Without one, you cannot

cross the small bridge on the right. The area around the bridge that belongs to the

ticket holder is also tuned by the auction designer.

For each entry point, we generate an individual value function ignoring the robots

coming from the other entry point. They generate one value function for when they
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do not have a ticket and one value function for when they do have a ticket for each

time slice. These value functions will assume that a robot coming from a particular

entry point cannot sell its ticket later nor buy another – that is, the value for a ticket

for 5-10 minutes from now assumes that the robot can only cross the bridge 5-10

minutes from now rather than buy a different ticket. With these value functions, the

robots can bid on any ticket, but will only want to bid on tickets that make it cheaper

for them to take the bridge on the right than go around.

For example, let us say that you are a robot which has just entered the world at

the left entry point. Examining your value function you know that it would cost a

path length of 50 to go left over the larger bridge and 30 over the smaller bridge to

the right. Examining your plan, you seek to buy the ticket over the smaller bridge

for the time slice when you reach it. You would be willing to pay up to 20 points for

the ticket at the time slice required to cross the bridge immediately when the robot

arrived at the bridge. If the robot cannot get a ticket at the correct time slice, it

could can similarly examine the next available time slice (meaning that you might

have to wait to cross the bridge). If you successfully bid and acquire a useful ticket

you proceed towards the right bridge, if not you proceed towards the left bridge.

At the start, tickets will be sold to the first bidder at any price. Every time step

during execution every robot will offer the ticket that it owns for auction. Any other

robot can bid on it. Bids on a ticket are made comparing the cost to the goal with

that ticket versus going around the left bridge or buying another ticket for a later

time slice. Only one ticket is auctioned at a time and the tickets are auctioned in

sequence. Thus, robots may acquire a ticket to cross the bridge, but then another

robot appears who is willing to pay more for it and the first robot would then sell his

ticket to the second for a profit.

During execution, the robots may also attempt to run into each other. When a
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conflict arises for a particular grid cell, the robots bid for the right to use a grid cell

based on the cost to wait or take another grid cell. Ties are broken randomly.

This auction method would likely generate a good traffic flow control method for

this problem.

Combining the two methods

Though we have begun with a MIP model with more pre-planning effort and a

lightweight execution phase, we can also modify the execution phase of the LP plan

to be almost identical to that of the auction method.

Essentially, we put the exact same ticket auction system into the execution phase

of the LP method. However, when the robots bid on the tickets, they will bid using

a different value function (determined by the master program) which would more

accurately represent the congestion around the bridge and thus should do better

than the plain auction mechanism which doesn’t take account the congestion around

the bridge into their value functions when considering how much to pay for the tickets.

Note that one could consider this combined method as using a better execution

phase method for the MIP model or as using the MIP to calculator more accurate

utility functions for the auction based methods. However one views it, there are

significant possibilities for combining the two approaches.

Adding more bridges and expanding the problem

Clearly, we can expand this problem to be many bridges and many tickets. An

interesting experiment would be to expand this problem to be traffic planning for a

city. This could be done by adding many entry points and goals, multiple intersections

instead of bridges.
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5.3.3 The main differences between MDP based coordination and Market

based

In this section we try to highlight the main differences between planning with auction

methods and solving our MIP or LP models of multi-agent MDPs. We use the example

above to highlight some of these differences.

5.3.4 Main Advantages of MDP based coordination

A more natural way to specify the task One only need specify low level rewards

and low level action costs for particular actions in particular states. Resources

can be made for many low level items such as grid cells used in path planning,

even if they are never used.

Typically, auction methods will try to coordinate the robots at a much higher

level. Having so many resources would make the clearing of a combinatorial

auction very slow. Thus, auction/market methods typically coordinate robots

through the use of higher level resources such as task allocation. Other market

based methods have robots bid on predefined roles. In the multi-robot soccer

domain Vail and Veloso (2003) had robots bid for the roles of attacker, defender

and goalie.

In the example above, the auction designer needs to come up with the idea of

having tickets for the bridge which robots will then bid upon. Using the Dantzig-

Wolfe decomposition method, we need only specify the low level interaction

rules, and our method will do most of the work.

Very recently, there has been some work Kalra and Stentz (2003) in auction

mechanisms to coordinate robots at a much finer scale. This method looks to

add the capability to reason about fine grained interactions between robots using
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auction methods. It does so in a manner very similar to the one proposed in

this thesis, though it does not offer any optimality guarantees.

Optimality guarantees The guarantees for out multi-agent coordination method

based on our LP and our MIP models tend to be stronger than those given for

auction methods. Given an exact model, we can guarantee an optimal solution

to the multi-agent problem. There has been some recent work on optimality

guarantees for single task single robot auctions as well Gerkey and Mataric

(2004).

Efficient search Though we may define many thousands of constraints in our MIP

model, only the necessary constraints will ever be generated according to when

the robots determine there are conflicts. This can be done by using constraint

generation techniques. In our traffic flow example, constraints would be gen-

erated only at bridges over which robots wished to cross at the same time as

other robots. While our method discovers this automatically, an auction method

would have to use a similar method to discover which resources are contested.

We believe that similar constraint generation methods could be applied to mar-

ket/auction methods. Essentially, resources would only be auctioned when de-

sired by two or more robots.

A well defined mathematical framework for MDPs: Because we have based our

method on Markov Decision Processes phrased as linear programs, we gain many

of the advantages inherent in using MDPs. Firstly, we need only define the dy-

namics of the world and the reward structure. Once this is done, the method

will generate value functions and or policies.

Auction methods on the other hand must carefully design the utility functions
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for the robots. For many tasks, the quality of the coordination depends strongly

on how these utility functions are designed. Currently, such functions are hand

designed for each task and optimality guarantees can only be given for certain

utility function designs.

There is certainly ambiguity that arises when designing the rewards for an MDP,

but for most any tasks the reward structure is very easy to define, and this has

been born out in practice. For multi-robot coordination using auction meth-

ods however, more of the method must be defined by a highly skilled auction

designer.

In the above example, we simply define the individual robot dynamics of move-

ment, the fact that each action costs one point, and the inter-robot constraints

that no two robots may be in the same place at the same time. The algorithm

does the rest. The auction method however needed to identify the bridge as an

important resource and specifically design an auction in which tickets are sold

to that bridge in a specific way. If the designer neglects to identify an important

resource, then solutions will be much significantly worse than optimal.

Global resource constraints: Our multi-agent coordination algorithm has a much

more natural way of handling global resource constraints. Imagine that we have

a limited amount of fuel. We can add a single constraint to the master LP to

accommodate this requirement.

5.3.5 Main Advantages of Market based coordination

Speed of planning: One of the clear advantages of auction based methods is that

they will likely be much faster than our LP and MIP model based multi-robot

coordination. Auctions can be designed so that the auction clearing is very fast.
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Thus many more auctions can be performed and in general the process can be

performed in real time.

The difficulty is that more thought must go into the utility function design so

that the auctions can be cleared quickly. A combinatorial auction with hundreds

or thousands of commodities cannot, in general, be cleared quickly.

Robustness to death of robots and change in environments: Largely due to

the speed with which the auctions can be cleared, teams of robots coordinated

with this method can react quickly to changes in the environments. When a

robot fails, for example, one can simply auction off the tasks that robot was to

perform. Other changes in the environment which affect only certain tasks can

be handled by simply holding a new auction for those tasks.

No centralized component is required: One of the biggest advantages is that no

centralized component is required for typical auction based multi-robot coordi-

nation. This means that there is no single point to which all information must

flow, and thus become a single failure point. Though we could replicate the

master LP/MIP on several different agents to avoid this single failure point,

each agent must still store all previous plans. In our experience, the amount of

data transferred and the size of the master LP/MIP has been very reasonable.

Auction methods on the other hand need not worry about sending all informa-

tion to a single agent. This ensures that there is no single point of failure. It also

means, that it is less likely that any given auction becomes extremely difficult

to solve.

We have described in our small example that it is possible to combine the two

methods. There has also been work by several people which attempts to bring auction
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method coordination closer to Dantzig-Wolfe coordination done by Kutanoglu and Wu

(1999); Jose et al. (1997) as well as many others.

5.4 Engineering a complete system with MIP method

As we have mentioned many times throughout this thesis, our multi-agent coordina-

tion method combines well with several other algorithms. One could use our algorithm

in a number of ways for a situation involving multi-robot coordination.

The master LP/MIP coordination could be used as a higher level component in

a system where the solution of the individual slave robot problems is provided by a

custom algorithm. The individual slave robot problems could be solved as MDPs, but

the master LP/MIP replaced with a custom algorithm. Teams of robots coordinated

using a different coordination method (such as auction methods) could be internally

coordinated with our method. We now discuss some of these possibilities in more

detail.

5.4.1 Replacing the slave MDPs

At a higher level, one could use the master LP/MIP to coordinate the actions of

multiple slave robots. In general, we recommend solving the slave programs using

an MDP specific solver, but it is also possible to instead use a custom algorithm to

generate state action visitation frequencies and costs. This is what we have done with

our multi-robot path planner, where instead of solving an MDP we use an A* path

planner.

This idea could be extended in a number of ways. We can replace the lower level

slave programs with a variety of methods: Factored MDPs (Guestrin (2003)), macro

actions (Hauskrecht et al. (1998)), state abstraction (David and S. (2001)), temporal
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abstraction (Sutton et al. (1999)), Hierarchies of abstract machines (Makar et al.

(2001)) or any number of proposed methods for solving large weakly coupled MDPs.

Alternatively, if the slave robots are performing a task for which there exists a

custom algorithm (such as A* in our path planning example), that algorithm could

be used instead of a generic MDP solver. One could also use hand-coded behaviors

here. Often a behavior is the fastest way to get some lower level functionality of a

robot to work.

5.4.2 Replacing the master MIP

At a high level, the master MIP performs a fairly generic task. Given a list of all

previously generated plans by the slaves, choose a set of prices on resources such that

the slave planners will generate plans which meet the coordination constraints. For a

given task, one could replace the master program with a faster task-specific algorithm

which would perform the same function.

5.4.3 Hierarchies of coordination

We have already mentioned that our method can coordinate a hierarchy of robot

teams. Each layer of the hierarchy could be coordinated using MIP/LP models and

Dantzig-Wolfe coordination. It would also be feasible to replace some layers with

other coordination methods. For example, if the master LP at the highest level was

becoming simply too large, a system designer might replace the master LP with a

non-optimal but fast auction algorithm. In general the coordination algorithm at any

point in a coordination hierarchy can be replaced with a task specific coordination

algorithm.

To see how one might replace the master program with an equivalent task specific
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coordination mechanism we see that there are several things which the master pro-

gram does. First, it must remember each of the plans generated by the slaves. Each

sub-plan tells the master program that a particular robot can generate or consume

some set of resources with a specific cost. It must then match supply and demand

for resources by combining sub-plans in such a way as to obtain minimal cost.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Contributions

There are several main contributions of this thesis:

Two novel modeling methods for multi-agent MDPs: Naive multi-agent MDPs

create a state and action space size which is exponential in the number of robots.

We have presented two modeling languages for multi-agent MDPs which avoid

this exponential increase in size.

The first modeling method uses a mixed integer program to represent a multi-

agent coordination task. Each robot or agent plans using separate MDPs with

modified cost functions. The agents are connected via linear constraints on their

state action visitation frequencies and the possible addition of integer constraints

on the variables. This mixed integer program represents the original multi-agent

planning problem with a total number of variables and constraints which is

exponentially smaller than the naive multi-agent MDP model. Because of the

flexibility of the MIP model, we can guarantee optimality for a large class of

problems. The main drawback of this method is that mixed integer programs
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can be slow to solve. To address this concern we introduced the Dantzig-Wolfe

decomposition algorithm. A further simplification of the mixed integer model

leads to our second modeling method for multi-agent coordination tasks.

The second modeling method removes some of the modeling flexibility of the

MIP model by removing the integer constraints on action visitation frequencies

yielding a linear program model for multi-agent coordination. While not as flex-

ible as the MIP model, we can still meet inter-robot constraints in expectation.

For several problems, this generates a very good joint plan in a very reasonable

amount of time.

If a multi-agent task cannot be specified exactly using our models, then it is

still possible to approximate the original problem closely by grouping highly-

interacting agents into joint agents.

It is also possible to approximate non-linear interaction constraints with linear

or integer constraints. The quality of the resulting policy when using such ap-

proximations will vary depending on the given task. For several of the problems

we have investigated, we were able to exactly model the task, thus guaranteeing

an optimal joint policy for the agents in the team.

Efficient solution methods for our multi-agent models: Both the mixed inte-

ger and linear program models can be solved efficiently using Dantzig-Wolfe

decomposition. In the case of the mixed integer program we combine Dantzig-

Wolfe decomposition with the branch and bound method. Using these tech-

niques we can solve both of our models in an efficient distributed manner.

The Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition also allows for an intuitive economic model

which makes it easier for an end user to model a multi-agent task. Specifically,

the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition has many parallels to market based coordina-
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tion mechanisms. As such, a user who has previously used these methods would

have less difficulty using our method should they wish stronger optimality guar-

antees.

Though we have no guarantees on the number of iterations required by the

Dantzig-Wolfe algorithm, we have found that the number of iterations required

is quite small (less than ten) and the computation required per iteration is

exponentially less than that for the full problem.

In summary, we have found that these methods can solve real-world multi-agent

coordination problems efficiently as well as guaranteeing an optimal solution to

the model if the model exactly depicts the original multi-agent problem.

A method to determine the optimal strategies for competing teams: (McMahan

et al. (2003)) solves a particular form of single agent game where an opponent

chooses the cost function for a player planning using an MDP. By using our

multi-agent coordination method to represent opposing teams of agents, we

have developed an efficient method for solving a certain class of team competi-

tion games.

A game of robot paintball: In particular, we have used our algorithms to solve a

two versus two game of multi-robot paintball and shown that our algorithms

can be efficiently implemented and deployed on real robots.

Our method is that that it avoids several of the major hurdles encountered pre-

vious work. In particular, we can easily represent global resource constraints, avoid

problems with “high induced width”, and can handle larger state and action spaces.
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6.2 Future Work and Open Problems

6.2.1 Partial Observability

We have not previously discussed how to handle partial observability using our multi-

agent coordination mechanism. The first method that could be tried is representing

an MDP over belief states as opposed to regular state space as proposed by (Roy and

Thrun (1999)) or planning over the compressed belief space as proposed by (Roy and

Gordon (2002)).

6.2.2 Combination with other methods

As we described in chapter 5, once we have used Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition to

break the multi-agent problem into a separate set of slave problems, we can then apply

any method to solve the sub-MDPs. We could solve the sub-MDPs with Factored

MDPs (Guestrin (2003)), macro actions (Hauskrecht et al. (1998)), state abstraction

(David and S. (2001)), temporal abstraction (Sutton et al. (1999)), Hierarchies of

abstract machines (Makar et al. (2001)) or any number of proposed methods for

solving large weakly coupled MDPs.

In his thesis, Guestrin also discusses the dual linear program representation and

defines an approximated factored dual linear program (Guestrin (2003)). It might be

possible to approximate some interactions using factored MDPs while leaving other

interactions exactly specified.

6.2.3 Representing non-linear functions

The main weakness of our approach is that it relies on linear constraints of real or in-

teger variables. Thus, non-linear functions of variables cannot be directly represented

with this method.
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One possibility is simply to allow non-linear constraints and reward functions, but

then we are forced into the hard problem of non-linear optimization for which there

are no general algorithms which guarantee optimality. In (Gordon (1999)), several

possible methods for representing these types of nonlinearities are discussed which

are well suited to linear program models.

A possible promising direction is to approximate non-linear constraints using linear

constraints. In particular, we should be able to represent many convex functions

efficiently using linear constraints. We have shown that this is feasible using the

quadratic cost on fuel for multi-robot path planning.

6.2.4 Drawing on mixed integer programming tools

The main tools used in this thesis are drawn from linear and mixed integer program-

ming solution techniques. Our contribution is determining how best to apply these

techniques to multi-agent coordination as well as determining in what ways they limit

the kinds of problems which can be solved.

There are several current linear and mixed integer solution techniques which are

promising directions for future work. The first is the determination of the first feasible

corner for the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition described in (Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis

(1997)). This would speed the solution of the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition.

The method of Gomory cuts for mixed integer programming is also a promising

avenue. Instead of using branch and bound, this method attempts to guarantee an

integer solution to a mixed integer program by adding constraints which eliminate

non-integer solutions. We chose branch and bound because it can be easily com-

bined with Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition, but Gomory cuts can also be combined

with branch and bound (Balas et al. (1996)). This combination might lead to a more

effective solution method for solving mixed integer multi-agent coordination models.
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6.2.5 Error bounds

Our coordination method yields optimal policies for a large class of problems which

can be represented exactly using our linear and mixed integer program models. Unfor-

tunately, if the original problem is not represented exactly, then we have no guarantee

on the difference between the induced value function and that of the optimal value

function. Determining such an error bound is an important next step.

6.3 Summary

In this thesis, we have developed novel multi-agent coordination models and solution

methods. We can compute the policies for all agents in a system distributing as much

of the computation as possible while still maintaining the guarantees of centralized

methods. It overcomes several limitations of other state of the art methods. For

many problems, we can guarantee an optimal solution.

We have applied this method to multi-agent competitive games developing a novel

team competition algorithm. This algorithm was shown to compute reasonable strate-

gies for a physically embodied robots in a game of two vs. two paintball.

Lastly, there has been interest by other researchers in applying our method to

new problems. Multi-agent pursuit evasion problems as well as different solution

methods for our integer models using rounding are currently being considered. This

is a promising start for the representations and methods developed here.
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